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!"One" of" the" remarkable" features" of" the" brain" is" its" huge" capacity" for" plasticity."Even" into" adulthood," our" brains" are" able" to" adapt" to" their" surroundings" and"update"synapses,"enabling"us"to"learn"new"skills"and"form"new"memories."On"top"of" these" more" recognisable" outcomes," plasticity" is" also" at" work" maintaining"stability"across"the"central"nervous"system."Hebbian"plasticity,"thought"to"be"the"underlying" basis" for" learning" and" memory" (Bliss" and" Collingridge," 1993),"involves" the" strengthening" and" weakening" of" individual" specific" synapses"depending" on" the" activity" patterns" of" pre" and" postsynaptic" cells." Longcterm"potentiation"(LTP)"and"longcterm"depression"(LTD)"are"the"most"studied"forms"of" Hebbian" plasticity," describing" the" up" and" down" regulation" of" synaptic"strength"following"periods"of"correlated,"or"decorrelated"prec"and"postcsynaptic"firing,"respectively"(Bliss"and"Lomo,"1973)."Another"form"of"Hebbian"plasticity,"spike"timing"dependent"plasticity"(STDP),"describes"plasticity"that"is"determined"by" the" temporal"differences"between"prec"and"postcsynaptic" firing" (Magee"and"Johnston," 1997;" Markram" et" al.," 1997)." Without" regulatory" systems" in" place,"these" forms"of"plasticity"can"rapidly"destabilise"network"activity,"however."For"example," excessive" positive" feedback" might" lead" to" network" saturation," and"eventually"cause"pathological"scenarios"such"as"epileptiform"activity"or"seizures"(Turrigiano" and" Nelson," 2000)." Conversely," in" the" opposite" scenario,"unconstrained"depression"could"lead"to"unwanted"synaptic"loss"(Collingridge"et"al.," 2010)," and" silencing" of" cells" and" whole" networks" (Fig." 1.1)." Homeostatic"plasticity" is" proposed" to" regulate" changes"brought" about" by" LTP" and"LTDclike"plasticity,"and"provide"a"way"to"maintain"stability"within"networks.""""Homeostatic" plasticity" can" be" broadly" separated" into" synaptic" homeostatic"plasticity" and" intrinsic" homeostatic" plasticity." Within" these" two" classes" a"number"of"mechanisms"have"been"identified."Often"characterised"by"three"main"mechanisms," these" are:" changes" in" intrinsic" excitability," altering" the" ratio" of"excitation" and" inhibition" –" known" as" the" E/I" balance" –" and," synaptic" scaling"
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(Turrigiano,"2011)."We"are"beginning"to"get"a"much"clearer"idea"of"the"details"of"each" mechanism." However," research" so" far" has" demonstrated" that" the"engagement" of" homeostatic" mechanisms" can" be" dependent" on" a" number" of"factors" including," developmental" age," cortical" layer," and" mode" of" plasticity"induction" (Desai" et" al.," 2002;"Maffei" and"Turrigiano," 2008;" also" see" table" 1.1)."With"varied"responses"reported"to"different"activity"manipulations,"there"is"still"a" plethora" of" unanswered" questions" in" the" field." In" particular," one" area" that"remains" poorly" understood" is" how"multiple" homeostatic" mechanisms"may" be"engaged"by"neurons,"and"how"they"interact"with"one"another."""
(
Figure! 1.1! Consequences! of! repeated! strengthening! or! weakening! of!






















































































Intrinsic(plasticity(#Intrinsic# excitability# refers# to#how#electrically# excitable# a#neurons# is.#Given#an#injection#of#current#into#a#neuron,#the#output#of#that#neuron#will#vary#according#to# several# factors.# These# factors# include# the# number# and# complement# of# ion#channels#expressed#by#the#neuron,#as#well#as#their#channel#kinetics,#and#passive#properties,#such#as#membrane#capacitance,#that#turn#an#incoming#signal#into#an#outgoing#action#potential.#While#synaptic#plasticity#has#been#the#major#focus#of#the# homeostatic# plasticity# field# over# the# last# two# decades,# there# is# increasing#evidence#that#intrinsic#plasticity#also#has#important#roles#in#maintaining#stability#within#networks#(Desai#et#al.,#1999;#Golowasch#et#al.,#1999a;#O’Leary#et#al.,#2010;#Turrigiano# et# al.,# 1994).# Furthermore,# there# are# an# abundance# of# targets# for#intrinsic#plasticity#mechanisms.#If#we#consider#the#ultimate#output#of#a#neuron,#the# action#potential# (AP),# there# are#6# loci# at#which# alterations# to# ion# channels#would#change#the#progression#of#the#AP,#and#at#each#locus#potentially#numerous#distinct# channels# that# could# be# modulated# (Fig.# 1.2).# Modifications# to# ion#channels# can# include# altering# the# number# or# density# of# channels# available,# or#altering#the#channel#kinetics#such#as#activation#and#inactivation#times.#These#can#often#be# regulated#by# the#expression#of#different# subunit# isoforms,#which# is# in#turn# regulated# by# gene# transcription.# Thus,# there# are# many# opportunities# for#fineQtuning#of#a#neurons’#intrinsic#excitability.##An# early# modelling# study# proposed# that# the# maximal# conductance# of# ionic#currents#were#regulated#by#calcium#concentration,#and# therefore,# indirectly#by#activity#(LeMasson#et#al.,#1993).#Experimental#studies#then#went#on#to#show#that#indeed,# intracellular#calcium#levels#were#capable#of#regulating#the#conductance#of#all#three#major#currents,#Na+,#K+#and#Ca2+#(Desai#et#al.,#1999;#Golowasch#et#al.,#1999a,# 1999b;# Li# et# al.,# 1996;# Turrigiano# et# al.,# 1994).# In# primary# cultured#neurons# from# the# visual# cortex,# activity# deprivation# via# tetradotoxin# (TTX)#blockade#of#Na+#channels#led#to#an#increase#in#intrinsic#excitability#mediated#by#an# increase# in# the# amplitude#of#Na+# currents# (INa)# and# a# reduction# in# outward#hyperpolarising#currents#(Desai#et#al.,#1999).##
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#
Figure' 1.2' Currents' and' channels' involved' in' the' initiation' and'




This#response#was#considered#a#homeostatic#response#to#maintain#activity#levels#within#the#neuron#after#the#activity#deprivation.#Meanwhile,#the#inverse#case#has#been#shown#in#hippocampal#neurons,#demonstrating#the#bidirectionality#of#this#process.#Cells# treated#with#elevated#K+,# to#depolarise#the#neurons#and# increase#activity,# show# a# higher# spike# threshold# and# fire# fewer# spikes# in# response# to#injected#current#(O’Leary#et#al.,#2010).#This#process#is#reversible,#returning#cells#to#normal# levels# of#K+# returns# threshold# and# spiking# response#back# to# control#levels,#further#highlighting#its#homeostatic#nature.####More#recently,#several#studies#have#proposed#a#structural#correlate# to#changes#in# intrinsic# excitability.# The# axon# initial# segment# (AIS)# is# a# highly# specialised,#proteinQrich#region#of# the#proximal#axon#and#has#been#shown#to#be#a#dynamic#structure,# modulated# in# an# activityQdependent# manner.# The# AIS# has# two#important# roles# for# the# neuron.# The# first# is# to# act# as# a# barrier,# preventing#dendritic# and# somatic# proteins# diffusing# into# the# axon,# thereby# maintaining#neuronal#polarity#(Rasband,#2010).#One#of#the#key#proteins#in#this#function#is#a#scaffolding#protein#called#AnkyrinG#(AnkG).#Without#AnkG,#Na+#channels#do#not#cluster# at# the# AIS# (Zhou# et# al.,# 1998).# Furthermore,# axons# lack# the# distinct#molecular# characteristics# that# define# an# axon,# such# as# expression# of# sodium#channels,# and# AIS# components# βIV# spectrin# and# NeurofilamentQ186.# Instead,#processes# take# on# dendritic# characteristics,# such# as# expression# of#somatodendritic#protein#MAP2,#postQsynaptic#proteins#such#as#PSDQ95,#and#the#formation# of# dendritic# spines# (Hedstrom# et# al.,# 2008).# Expression# of# AnkG# is#restricted# to# the#AIS,#which#has#made# it#an#attractive# tool# for# labelling# the#AIS#and#allowing#further#study#into#both#of#its#roles.#The#second#function#of#the#AIS#is#the#initiation#of#APs.#A#very#high#density#of#ion#channels#is#found#at#the#AIS,#in#particular# Na+# density# is# 50# times# higher# in# this# region# than# in# proximal#dendrites# (Kole# et# al.,# 2008).# Early# work# in# motoneurons# suggested# AP#generation#occurred#at# the# initial#segment#or# first#node#of#Ranvier#(Coombs#et#al.,#1957;#Fatt,#1957;#Fuortes#et#al.,#1957).#Subsequent#work#corroborated#with#these#findings#demonstrating#in#cortical#pyramidal#neurons,#(Palmer#and#Stuart,#2006;#Stuart#and#Sakmann,#1994;#Stuart#et#al.,#1997),#cerebellar#purkinje#cells,#(Clark#et#al.,#2005;#Stuart#and#Häusser,#1994)#and#cortical#interneurons#(Li#et#al.,#2014)#that#AP#generation#occurs#along#the#axon#rather# than#at# the#soma.#Even#
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more# specifically# than# this,# several# studies# in# cortical#pyramidal#neurons#have#identified#the#distal#portion#of#the#AIS#to#be#the#precise#location#of#AP#generation#(Kole#et#al.,#2007,#2008;#Palmer#and#Stuart,#2006).#However,#the#complement#of#channels# found# at# the# AIS# varies# among# different# neuronal# subgroups,# and# is#often#nonQuniform#across#the#length#of#the#AIS#(Lorincz#and#Nusser,#2008),#and#so# it# is# likely# that# the# specific# site# of# AP# initiation# varies# across# different# cell#types.###Plasticity#at#the#AIS#was#first#demonstrated#in#two#parallel#studies#(Grubb#and#Burrone,# 2010;# Kuba# et# al.,# 2010).# One# of# these# studies# showed# that# upon#chronic# depolarisation,# via# high# K+# treatment,# cultured# hippocampal# neurons#the#AIS#underwent#a#distal#relocation#(Grubb#and#Burrone,#2010).#Furthermore,#Grubb#and#Burrone#found#that#returning#neurons#to#nonQdepolarised#conditions#could# reverse# the# relocation.# Meanwhile,# the# second# study# showed# that#following# cochlear# ablation# in# the# chick,# neurons# in# the# auditory# cortex# had#significantly#longer#AISs#compared#to#neurons#in#the#control#hemisphere#(Kuba#et# al.,# 2010).# In# both# cases,# AIS# changes#were# accompanied# by# a# homeostatic#alteration#in#excitability.#Neurons#with#distally#shifted#AISs#were#less#excitable#than#control#neurons.#Conversely,#auditory#neurons#with# long#AISs#were#more#excitable# than# their# control# counterparts,# with# shorter# AISs.# Combining# these#findings#with#the#knowledge#that#AP#initiation#occurs#along#this# initial#portion#of#the#axon,#AIS#plasticity#may#provide#a#powerful#way#to#finely#tune#neuronal#output.# #Since# these#original#studies#documenting#this#novel# form#of#plasticity,#several# studies# have# reported# AIS# plasticity# in# disease# models# including#epilepsy# and# traumatic#brain# injury# (Baalman#et# al.,# 2013;#Harty# et# al.,# 2013),#indicating# the# potential# therapeutic# significance# this# newly# identified# form# of#plasticity#could#have.##Knowledge#of#the#molecular#pathway#is#crucial#for#advancing#our#understanding#of#a#potential#new#therapeutic# target,#as#well#as#revealing#how#the#mechanism#may# potentially# interact# with# other# onQgoing# forms# of# plasticity.# Similar# to#changes# described# earlier# in# channel# conductance,# calciumQdependent#mechanisms,# rather# than# AP# firing# rates,# mediate# AIS# plasticity# (Evans# et# al.,#2013;# Grubb# and# Burrone,# 2010).# Further# study# into# the# exact# mechanisms#
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regulating# AIS# plasticity# have# shown# that,# in# the# case# of# AIS# relocation,# this#process#is#dependent#on#calcineurin#signalling#acting#downstream#of#LQtype#Cav1#VGCCs# (Evans#et#al.,#2013).#But,#while#other# forms#of#plasticity#have#also#been#shown#to#be#dependent#on#intracellular#Ca2+#levels,#the#calcineurin#pathway#was#not#found#to#be#involved#in#other#forms#of#plasticity#observed#in#cells#following#high#K+#treatment.#Thus,#although#Ca2+#may#act#as#an#initial#trigger#for#multiple#plasticity# forms,# there# is# divergence# in# the# precise# molecular# pathways#regulating#different#mechanisms.#
Synaptic)scaling)#Synaptic# scaling,# first#demonstrated#by#Turrigiano#et# al.,# (1998),# describes# the#mechanism# by# which# all# of# a# cells’# synapses# are# scaled# either# up# or# down# to#counteract#a#large#change#in#activity#levels.#This#is#in#contrast#to#Hebbian#longQterm# potentiation# or# longQterm# depression,# which# acts# in# a# synapse# specific#manner.# Instead,# synaptic# scaling# alters# the# strengths# of# all# of# the# neurons#synapses# proportionally,# in# such# a# way# that# any# relative# strengths# set# by#Hebbian#plasticity#mechanisms#are#kept#in#tact.#This#mechanism#was#first#shown#in# cortical# cultured# neurons,#where# application# of# tetradotoxin# (TTX)# to# block#sodium#channels#and#abolish#AP#firing#led#to#an#increase#in#the#amplitude#size#of#mini#excitatory#postQsynaptic#currents#(mEPSCs)#as#well#as#EPSCs.#The#measure#of#mEPSCs,#and#mini#inhibitory#postQsynaptic#currents#(mIPSCs),#are#often#used#as# a# way# to# assess# the# synaptic# inputs# onto# a# cell;# an# mEPSC# (or# mIPSC)# is#defined#as#the#postQsynaptic#response#to#the#unevoked#release#of#a#single#vesicle#of#neurotransmitter.#The#frequency#of#mEPSC/mIPSCs#is#used#as#an#indication#of#the#number#of#excitatory#or#inhibitory#synapses,#respectively,#on#a#cell,#while#the#amplitude# of# the# events# are# used# as# a# gauge# of# the# strength# of# the# synapses#(Turrigiano# et# al.,# 1998).# The# increase# in# mEPSC# amplitudes# following# TTX#treatment# is# thought# to# maintain# activity# within# the# neurons,# whose# spiking#activity#has#been#lost.#The#amplitudes#were#increased#in#a#multiplicative#fashion,#meaning#that#the#distribution#of#amplitudes#measured#in#TTX#could#be#scaled#by#a# factor# and# then# superimposed# over# the# distribution# of# amplitudes# seen# in#control,#with# little#deviation.# #The#process#was# also# shown# to#be#bidirectional,#with# the# application# of# bicuculline,# to# block# ionotropic# γQaminobutyric# acid#(GABA)# receptors# and# remove# inhibition,# causing# a# downscaling# of# mEPSC#
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amplitudes.#It#is#largely#thought#that#the#locus#of#expression#of#synaptic#scaling#is# the#postQsynapse.# Synaptic# scaling# typically#measures#αQaminoQ3QhydroxyQ5QmethylQ4Qisoxazolepropionic# acid# (AMPA)# receptor# mediated# currents# and#several#studies#have#shown#that#scaling#is#accompanied#by#trafficking#of#AMPA#receptors# (Lissin# et# al.,# 1998;# O’Brien# et# al.,# 1998;# Wierenga# et# al.,# 2005),#suggesting# that# the# postQsynaptic# compartment# is# the# site# of# synaptic# scaling.#Furthermore,#recent# in)vivo#work#provided#support# for#this#hypothesis,#as#well#as#providing#a#structural#correlate#for#synaptic#scaling#(Keck#et#al.,#2013).#Using#twoQphoton#laser#scanning#microscopy,#Keck#et#al.,#showed#that#following#retinal#lesions,#dendritic#spine#size#in#the#visual#cortex#scaled#up#in#a#similar#manner#to#mEPSC#amplitude.#Combining#this#with#previous#work#showing#AMPA#receptor#numbers#to#correlate#with#spine#size#(Béïque#et#al.,#2006;#Matsuzaki#et#al.,#2001),#there#is#now#a#large#body#of#evidence#demonstrating#the#postQsynaptic#site#to#be#the# primary# locus# of# synaptic# scaling.# There# is# however,# also# evidence# for# a#presynaptic# element# to# synaptic# scaling,# with# TTX# treatment# of# hippocampal#cultured#neurons#causing#an#increase#in#vesicle#release#probability#(Zhao#et#al.,#2011).##For#some#time,#it#had#generally#been#considered#that#the#main#cue#for#synaptic#scaling#was#a#change#in#overall#firing#rates#in#a#neuron,#in#turn#causing#changes#to# intracellular# calcium# (Ca2+)# levels.# In# the# case# of# synaptic# scaling# in# the#upwards#direction,#a#drop#in#firing#rates#would#cause#a#decrease#in#intracellular#Ca2+,# which# in# turn# results# in# lower# levels# of# activated# Ca2+/calmodulinQdependent#protein#kinase# IV# (CamKIV),# and# increased# transcription# leading# to#greater# AMPAR# expression# (Ibata# et# al.,# 2008;# Thiagarajan# et# al.,# 2002).# In#addition,# numerous# other# molecular# factors# have# been# implicated# in# synaptic#scaling,# including#brainQderived#neurotrophic# factor# (BDNF)# (Rutherford#et# al.,#1998),# tumour# necrosis# factor#α# (TNFα)# (Stellwagen# and#Malenka,# 2006)# and#the#early#immediate#gene#activity/regulated)cytoskeleton/associated)protein#(Arc)#(Rial# Verde# et# al.,# 2006;# Shepherd# et# al.,# 2006).# However,# recent# evidence#suggests# that,# rather# than# spiking# rates,# a# more# subtle# change# in#neurotransmission#may#be#the#trigger#for#the#scaling#process#(Fong#et#al.,#2015),#in# a# similar# vein# to# intrinsic#plasticity#discussed#earlier.#The# tight# relationship#between# neurotransmission# and# firing# has# made# it# difficult# to# distinguish#
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between#the#two#as#a#trigger.#However,#studies#showing#the#blockade#of#AMPA#receptors#(AMPARs)#is#sufficient#to#trigger#scaling#(Jakawich#et#al.,#2010;#O’Brien#et#al.,#1998;#Turrigiano#et#al.,#1998)#suggest#that#scaling#may#not#be#as#reliant#on#firing# rates# as# originally# thought.# Using# optogenetic# techniques# to# restore#spiking#activity#in#cultures#treated#with#AMPAR/kaintate#receptor#antagonist#6QcyanoQ7QnitroquinoxalineQ2,3Qdione# (CNQX),# Fong# et# al.,# (2015)# showed# that#scaling# could# be# triggered# in# conditions# where# AMPAR# transmission# was#reduced# but# firing# rates# remained# unperturbed.# They# confirmed# the# necessity#for# altered# AMPAergic# transmission# in# triggering# scaling# by# enhancing#AMPAergic# mEPSCs# using# a# positive# AMPAR# modulator# during# TTXQinduced#spiking# blockade# and# showing# that# this# attenuated# the# scaling# observed# with#TTX#alone.#These#results# find#common#ground#with#work#demonstrating# localQlevel# synaptic# scaling,# in# which# scaling# only# occurs# in# those# synapses# whose#neurotransmission#have#specifically#been#inhibited#(Béïque#et#al.,#2006;#Hou#et#al.,# 2008).#Thus,# global# and# local# forms#of# homeostatic# plasticity#may#be#more#similar# than# originally# thought# since# both# appear# to# be# triggered# by# reduced#neurotransmission,# rather# than# one# being# a# response# to# reduced# rates# of#spiking.##Synaptic# scaling# has# been# reported# in# neurons# in# a# number# of# different# CNS#regions#including#visual#cortex#(Desai#et#al.,#2002;#Gainey#et#al.,#2009;#Goel#and#Lee,# 2007;# Turrigiano# et# al.,# 1998),# hippocampus# (Kim# and# Tsien,# 2008;#Stellwagen#and#Malenka,#2006),#and#spinal#cord#(Knogler#et#al.,#2010;#O’Brien#et#al.,# 1998),# and# thus,# appears# to#be#a# relatively#ubiquitous# form#of#homeostatic#plasticity.#However,#scaling#does#not#occur#at#all#developmental#stages#and#has#been# shown# to# be# layer# and# age# dependent# in# the# cortex.# In# layer# 4,# which#receives# the# primary# input# to# the# cortex,# synaptic# scaling# is# observed# during#early#development#but#does#not#occur#when#deprivation#happens# three#weeks#post# birth# (Desai# et# al.,# 2002).# In# contrast,# layer# 2/3# scaling# is# seen# following#deprivation#in#juvenile#and#adult#mice#but#loses#it#multiplicative#nature#in#adults#(Goel#and#Lee,#2007).#Furthermore,#induction#of#scaling#can#depend#on#the#mode#of#deprivation,#with#TTX#injection#but#not#eyelid#suture#causing#synaptic#scaling#in#layer#2/3#(Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008).#Thus,#in#spite#of#its#prevalence#in#the#
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literature,#a#specific#set#of#conditions#must#be#met#in#order#to#activate#synaptic#scaling.##
E/I)balance)#Each# neuron# in# the# brain# has# several# thousand# synapses,# formed# with# either#preQsynaptic# excitatory# or# inhibitory# neurons# (Cragg,# 1967;# Schüz# and# Palm,#1989).#The#balance#between#excitation#and#inhibition#(E/I#balance)#for#a#neuron#is# crucial# for# maintaining# stability# within# a# neuronal# network.# Networks# of#neurons# are#highly# complex# systems# containing# recurrent# loops,# feedback# and#feedforward# connections,# meaning# that# small# changes# the# ratio# of# incoming#excitation# and# inhibition# in# a# single# cell# can# have# farQreaching# effects# across#cascades#of#neurons.#While#such#a#change#could#prove#potentially#damaging,# it#also#presents#an#efficient#way#to#counteract#any# large#unwanted#perturbations#in# activity# within# a# given# network.# In# addition# to# synaptic# scaling# described#above,# a# neuron’s# inputs# can# be# altered# by# changes# to# the# number# of# both#excitatory#and#inhibitory#synapses,#as#well#as#to#preQsynaptic#neurotransmitter#release#probabilities.##Many# groups# have# addressed# individual# changes# to# either# excitatory# or#inhibitory# synapses.# While# the# majority# of# reports# relating# to# excitatory#plasticity#have#been#related#to#synaptic#scaling#and#therefore#to#the#strength#of#the#postQsynapse,# there#are#also#reports#of#changes# to# the#number#of#synapses#indicated# by# altered#mEPSC# frequency# (Goold# and# Nicoll,# 2010).#Work# in# the#monkey#showed#that# levels#of# inhibitory#neurotransmitter#GABA#are#regulated#by#activity# (Hendry#and# Jones,#1986;#Hendry#et#al.,#1994),#with# levels#of#GABA#immunostaining#decreasing#after#activity#deprivation.#Since#these#early#studies,#altered#inhibition#has#been#shown#in#several#cells#types#and#to#both#the#preQ#and#postQsynaptic#site.#Similar#to#synaptic#scaling#of#excitatory#synapses,#changes#to#the# amplitude# of#mIPSCs# have# been# reported# following# activity#manipulations#(Hartman#et#al.,#2006;#Kilman#et#al.,#2002;#Lau#and#Murthy,#2012;#Rannals#and#Kapur,# 2011;# Swanwick# et# al.,# 2006).# However,# rather# than# scaling# in# a#multiplicative#manner#such#as#in#synaptic#scaling,#changes#in#mIPSC#were#often#associated# with# altered# mIPSC# frequency# indicating# a# potential# change# in#
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inhibitory#synapse#density#as#well#as#strength#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a;#Hartman#et#al.,#2006;#Keck#et#al.,#2011,#2013;#Kilman#et#al.,#2002;#Rannals#and#Kapur,#2011).#Presynaptic# changes# to# inhibition# include# decreased# levels# of# the# 65QkDa#isoform# of# glutamic# acid# decarboxylase# (GAD65),# the# enzyme# responsible# for#synthesis# of# GABA# from# glutamate,# leading# to# reduced# vesicle# filling# following#activity#deprivation#(Hartman#et#al.,#2006),#and#the#converse#of#this#–#increased#GAD65# puncta# –# following# elevated# activity# (Rannals# and# Kapur,# 2011).# In#general,# changes# to# inhibitory# synapses# oppose# changes# seen# to# excitatory#synapses#following#the#same#activity#manipulation#(Rutherford#et#al.,#1998),#i.e.#activity#deprivation#causes#an#increase#in#excitation,#but#a#decrease#in#inhibition,#and#the#opposite#occurs#for#paradigms#where#activity#is#upQregulated.###A#number#of#studies#have#now#examined#the#combined#changes#in#excitation#and#inhibition# allowing# examination# of# the# ratio# between# the# two# (Barnes# et# al.,#2015a;# Maffei# and# Turrigiano,# 2008;# Maffei# et# al.,# 2004).# Intraocular# TTX#injection#in#rats#produces#an#increase# in#spontaneous#firing# in# layer#2/3#visual#cortex# pyramidal# neurons,# caused# by# an# increase# in# excitatory# drive# and# a#decrease# in# inhibitory# drive,# shifting# the# E/I# balance# in# the# direction# of#excitation#(Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008).#In#contrast,#using#eyelid#suture#as#the#method#of#deprivation#also#leads#to#an#increase#in#spontaneous#firing,#but#has#a#profoundly#different#effect#on#the#E/I#ratio.#Here#excitatory#drive# is#decreased,#while# inhibitory# drive# remains# unchanged,# creating# an# overall# shift# towards#inhibition.# In# this# case,# the# increase# in# firing# is# achieved# by# increasing# the#intrinsic# excitability# of# neurons.# Following#monocular# enucleation# in# the# adult#mouse,#the#E/I#balance#is#altered#yet#again#differently,#this#time#via#a#decrease#in#inhibition#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#These#three#examples#of#activity#deprivation#all#produce#remarkably#different# changes# to# the#E/I# ratio#of# layer#2/3#neurons# in#the#visual#cortex,#underlining#how#the#employment#of#homeostatic#mechanisms#may# be# specifically# tailored# according# to# exactly# how# perturbations# affect#incoming#levels#and#patterns#of#activity.####
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Global)versus)local)homeostatic)plasticity)#One#aspect#of#homeostatic#plasticity# that#several#studies#have#addressed# is# the#identification#of#both#the#spatial#scale#of#the#trigger,#and#the#spatial#scale#of#the#implementation#of#plasticity.#For#example,#do#local#changes#to#levels#of#activity#in#individual#neurons#activate#homeostatic#mechanisms#in#that#cell,#or#is#a#global#change# in# activity# required# to# elicit# homeostatic# plasticity?# Moreover,# does#homeostatic#activity#restore#activity#of#the#individual#neuron,#or#does#it#serve#to#maintain#the#level#of#the#whole#network?#Several#studies#have#addressed#these#questions.# Overexpression# of# the# potassium# inward# rectifier# channel# Kir2.1# to#silence# individual# neurons# results# in# a# homeostatic# increase# in# synaptic# input,#although#by#an#increase#in#synapse#number#rather#than#synaptic#scaling,#in#the#silenced# neurons# restoring# their# activity# levels# (Burrone# et# al.,# 2002).# This#demonstrates# that# the# local# changes# to#activity#are#able# to# trigger#homeostatic#mechanisms.# The# cell# autonomous# nature# of# synaptic# scaling# induction# was#demonstrated# in#cortical#cultured#neurons,#where#TTX#application#at# the#soma#to#inhibit#postQsynaptic#firing#resulted#in#synaptic#scaling,#but#TTX#application#at#dendritic#locations#to#inhibit#preQsynaptic#input#did#not#induce#scaling#(Ibata#et#al.,# 2008).# Increasing# the# activity# of# individual# cells# has# been# to# shown# to# be#sufficient#to#elicit#a#depression#of#excitatory#synapse#function#(Goold#and#Nicoll,#2010).#However,#only#global,#and#not#single#cell#suppression#of#spiking#is#enough#to#elicit#changes#to#inhibitory#synapses#(Hartman#et#al.,#2006),#highlighting#key#differences# between# the# control# of# excitatory# and# inhibitory# responses.# Thus,#while#many#studies#use#global#activity#manipulations#to#investigate#homeostatic#mechanisms# (Desai# et# al.,# 2002;# Gainey# et# al.,# 2009;# Turrigiano# et# al.,# 1998;#Wierenga#et#al.,#2005),# there# is#evidence# that# certain#homeostatic#mechanisms#can#be#triggered#following#local#activity#changes.##Once# activated,# on# what# spatial# scale# are# homeostatic# mechanisms#implemented?#Moreover,#do#all#neurons#undergo#the#same#uniform#changes,#to#bring#their#individual#activities#in#line#with#where#they#had#previously#been?#Or#do# select# neurons# undergo# plasticity# to# restore# the# overall# network# level# of#activity?# At# the#most# local# level,# suppression# of# individual# synapses# has# been#shown#to# increase#AMPAR#trafficking# into#these# inhibited#synapses#(Hou#et#al.,#
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2008).#However,#another#study#using# local# synaptic#blockade# failed# to#observe#changes# at# the# postQsynapse# (Ibata# et# al.,# 2008).# The# existence# of# such# a# local#level# scaling# is# controversial,# since# it# would# appear# to# directly# antagonise#synapseQspecific# forms#of#plasticity#such#as#LTP#or#LTD#(Turrigiano,#2012).# #At#the# dendritic# level,# it# has# been# shown# that# the# release# probability# of#neurotransmitter# is#homeostatically#regulated#(Branco#et#al.,#2008).#At# the#cell#level,# both# global# activity# inhibition,# and# suppression# of# activity# in# individual#neurons,# has# led# to# the# restoration#of# activity# levels,# accompanied#by# synaptic#homeostatic#mechanisms#(Burrone#et#al.,#2002;#Turrigiano#et#al.,#1998).###In# a#more# intact# preparation# however,# how# do# different# neurons# respond?# In#organotypic# hippocampal# cultures,# TTX# induced# activityQsuppression# leads# to#differential#homeostatic#responses#in#specific#synapse#types,#in#such#a#way#that#prevents# overall# network# unbalancing# (Kim# and# Tsien,# 2008).# This# study#described#three#different#responses#in#three#different#synapse#types#within#the#hippocampus:# mossy# fibre# synapses# underwent# an# increase# in# mEPSC#frequency,# recurrent# collateral# synapses# underwent# a# decrease# in# mEPSC#frequency,# and# Schaffer# collateral# synapses# showed# an# increase# in# mEPSC#amplitude.#Overall,#these#changes#prevented#epileptiform#activity,#as#might#have#occurred# if# all# synapses# had# undergone# the# same# increase# in# strength# or#number.# In# contrast,# in)vivo# experiments# in# the#mouse#visual# cortex# show# that#following# monocular# enucleation,# all# neurons# undergo# the# same# homeostatic#reduction#in#inhibition,#but#only#a#subset#of#these#neurons#recover#their#activity#(Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a).# Thus,# while# these# results# are# contrasting# in# how#ubiquitous# a# homeostatic# mechanism# may# be# across# all# neurons,# they# both#suggest# that,# in# more# intact# systems,# the# implementation# of# homeostatic#plasticity# is# employed# to# serve# the#whole# network,# rather# than# the# individual#activity#of#the#neuron.###
Homeostatic)plasticity)in)the)recovery)of)activity)in)vivo)#Following# large#perturbations# in#activity,#homeostatic#plasticity# is#proposed#as#way#in#which#to#restore#activity.#Much#of#the#work#on#homeostatic#plasticity#has#been# carried# out# in# cultured# preparations# (Burrone# et# al.,# 2002;# Desai# et# al.,#
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1999;#Hartman#et#al.,#2006;#Ibata#et#al.,#2008;#Turrigiano#et#al.,#1998),#allowing#activity#manipulations# to#be#applied#on#different#spatial# levels,#as#described# in#the# previous# section.# However,# more# recently,# advances# in# techniques# have#allowed# activity# of# neurons,# even# at# the# individual# cell# level,# to# be# followed#chronically# in) vivo) following# perturbations# in# activity# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;#Hengen# et# al.,# 2013;# Keck# et# al.,# 2013).# Recovery# of# activity# has# been#demonstrated#in#both#juvenile#(Hengen#et#al.,#2013),#and#adult#rodents#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a;#Keck#et#al.,#2013).#Common#to#both#adult#and# juvenile#studies,# is#that#following#deprivation,#a#reduction#in#levels#of#inhibition#precede#changes#to#excitation# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;#Hengen# et# al.,# 2013;#Keck# et# al.,# 2013).# These#studies# differ# in# the# timing# of# excitatory# activity# reduction,# however,# although#this#may#be# due# to# different#methods# of# deprivation#used,# or# layer# specificity.#The#homeostatic#mechanisms#accompanying#activity# recovery#also#vary#across#different# studies.# Following# eyelid# suture# and# retinal# lesions,# synaptic# scaling#occurs# at# the# same# time# as# activity# recovery# (Hengen# et# al.,# 2013;# Keck# et# al.,#2013)# indicating# its# potential# role# in# mediating,# at# least# in# part,# recovery# of#activity.# Meanwhile,# in# adult# mice# following# monocular# enucleation,# synaptic#scaling# is#not#observed,#but# instead# the#E/I# ratio# is# shifted# towards#excitation,#due# to# a# reduction# in# inhibition# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a).# However,# this#homeostatic# plasticity# could# not# be# wholly# responsible# for# activity# recovery,#since#not# all# neurons#did# recover# their# activity.#Recovery#of# individual#neuron#activity#was# attributed# to# a# combination#of# the# altered#E/I# ratio,# and# the# local#activity#of# the# specific# subnetwork# in#which# the#neuron# resided# (Barnes#et# al.,#2015a).##Thus,#homeostatic#mechanisms#appear,#at#least#in#part,#to#play#a#role#in)
vivo# in# the# recovery# of# cortical# activity# following# activity# manipulations.#Interestingly,# only# synaptic# homeostatic# mechanisms# have# been# reported,#although#not# all# studies# looked# for# changes# in# intrinsic# excitability# and# so# this#cannot# by# ruled# out# as# playing# a# role# in# recovery# following# certain# activity#deprivation#scenarios.##
Role)of)inhibition)in)development)#As# demonstrated# by# Desai# et# al.,# (2002),# homeostatic# plasticity# is# regulated#differentially#throughout#life.#This#is#not#surprising#given#that#during#early#postQ
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natal#life#there#are#still#many#adjustments#taking#place,#and#synaptic#connections#are# still# being# formed.# One# of# the# major# factors# that# is# changing# in# this#developmental#stage#is#inhibition,#which#plays#a#key#role#in#development.#For#a#brief# period# in# early# postnatal# life,# GABA# acts# as# a# depolarising# signal# for#neurons.#The#developmental#switch#in#expression#of#coQtransporters#from#Na+QK+Q2ClQ#to#K+Q2ClQ#alters#the#equilibrium#potential#for#chloride#and#thus#renders#GABA#hyperpolarising#(BenQAri,#2002;#LoTurco#et#al.,#1995;#Owens#et#al.,#1996;#Rivera#et#al.,#1999).#In#rodents,#this#switch#occurs#within#the#first#two#weeks#of#postnatal# life# (BenQAri,# 2002).# At# two# weeks# post# birth,# in# mice,# eye# opening#occurs.#Shortly#after#this,#at#around#postnatal#day#21#(P21)#the#critical#period#for#the# visual# system# begins.# The# critical# period# describes# a# window# during#development#in#which#experience#provides#essential#information#for#the#proper#development#of#a#system.#The# length#of# the#critical#period# is#dependent#on#the#life#span#of#the# individual#species#and#can#range#from#weeks#to#years#(Hensch,#2005).# However,# in# the# visual# system,# consistent# across# species,# monocular#deprivation# during# this# time# causes# dramatic# changes# to# the# way# the# eye# is#represented# in# the# brain.# Full# visual# acuity# through# the# covered# eye# is# lost.#Consequently,# there# is#an#expansion# in# the#representation#of# the#nonQdeprived#eye,#in#the#cortex.#Once#the#critical#period#has#come#to#an#end,#at#around#P35#in#mice,# monocular# deprivation# will# no# longer# cause# such# drastic# altered#representation#of#visual# inputs.# Inhibition# is#crucial# for# this#activityQdependent#plasticity#seen#in#development.#Deletion#of#the#Gad65#gene#prevents#the#onset#of#the# critical# period# and# thus,# the# loss# of# visual# acuity# following# monocular#deprivation# (Hensch# et# al.,# 1998).# Conversely,# enhancing# GABA# function# with#benzodiazepines#just#after#eye#opening#promotes#plasticity#and#causes#an#early#onset# of# the# critical# period# (Fagiolini# and# Hensch,# 2000).# Additionally,#acceleration# of# GABA# maturation# via# increased# BDNF# has# also# been#demonstrated#to#artificially#open#the#critical#period#(Hanover#et#al.,#1999;#Huang#et# al.,# 1999).# Thus,# GABAergic# transmission# is# crucial# for# developmental#plasticity,#but#do#GABAergic#neurons#themselves#undergo#forms#of#homeostatic#plasticity# following# activity# deprivation?# This# shall# be# discussed# in# the# next#section.##
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Diversity)of)inhibition)and)its)plasticity)#On#a#gross#scale,#characterization#of# inhibitory#neurons#begins#with#where# the#interneurons# migrate# from# during# development.# Two# distinct# streams# of#migrating# interneurons# have# been# described,# with# around# half# of# inhibitory#neurons#migrating# from# the#medial# ganglionic# eminence# (MGE)# and# the# other#half# arriving# from# the# caudal# ganglionic# eminence# (CGE)# (Wonders# and#Anderson,# 2006).# Neurons# derived# from# the#MGE# express# either# parvalbumin#(PV)# or# somatostatin# (SST),# and# around# half# of# cells# from# the# MGE# are# fastQspiking#neurons#(Butt#et#al.,#2005).#In#contrast,#no#fastQspiking#cells#emerge#from#the#CGE,#with#the#majority#of#CGEQderived#neurons#having#regular#spiking#firing#properties.# Cells# originating# from# the# CGE# show# a# greater# preference# for#expressing#calretinin#and#neuropeptide#Y#(NPY)#(Butt#et#al.,#2005).#Additionally,#inhibitory# neurons# may# express# other# calcium# binding# proteins# including#calbindin# (Clb)# and# cholecystokinin# (CCK),# or# neuropeptides# including#vasointestinal# peptide# (VIP)# and# reelin.# The# specific# origins# of# neurons#expressing# these# factors#are# less#distinct,#with# some#overlap#and#coexpression#with#other#markers,#though#VIP#expression#is#restricted#to#CGEQderived#neurons#(Kawaguchi#and#Kondo,#2002;#Rudy#et#al.,#2011;#Wonders#and#Anderson,#2006).#Thus,#in#some#instances,#inhibitory#neurons#are#distinguished#by#other#features#including# electrophysiology,# firing# patterns# or# morphology.# Great# efforts# are#being# made# to# arrive# at# a# general# consensus# for# classification# of# inhibitory#neuron#subtypes#(Ascoli#et#al.,#2008;#DeFelipe#et#al.,#2013).#The#sheer#variation#across# inhibitory#neurons#may#be#why#knowledge#of#homeostatic#mechanisms#occurring# in# these# cells# lags# far# behind# that# of# their# excitatory# counterparts.#While#limited,#there#are#reports#into#the#occurrence#of#homeostatic#plasticity#in#some#types#of#inhibitory#neurons.#In#cortical#slice#culture,#both#PV#and#SST#cells#showed# an# increase# in# intrinsic# excitability# following# 5# days# of# activity#deprivation.# Both# cell# types# also# expressed# increase# excitatory# drive,# but#changes# to# inhibitory# drive#was# different# between# PV# and# SST# (Bartley# et# al.,#2008).# In# layer# 4# of# the# visual# cortex,# deprivation# has# also# been# shown# to#increase# the# strength# of# connections# between# pyramidal# neurons# and# fastQspiking# (PV)# neurons# (Maffei# et# al.,# 2006).# Structural# changes# have# been#observed# in# cortical# inhibitory# neurons# following# retinal# lesions# (Keck# et# al.,#
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2011;# Marik# et# al.,# 2014).# LargeQscale# axonal# sprouting# and# pruning# occurs#rapidly#following#lesions#(Marik#et#al.,#2014).#Furthermore,#a#group#of#inhibitory#neurons#in#the#visual#cortex#were#shown#to#carry#dendritic#spines,#which#formed#functional# excitatory# synapses.# Following# retinal# lesions,# in) vivo# twoQphoton#imaging# showed# that# these# neurons# underwent# remodelling# and# experienced#both# a# loss# of# dendritic# spines,# and# axonal# boutons# (Keck# et# al.,# 2011).# These#structural#changes#to#inhibitory#neurons#may#be#contributing#to#a#shift#in#the#E/I#balance#of# excitatory#neurons,# in# turn# aiding# the# recovery#of# network# activity.#The#spine#and#bouton#density#in#these#inhibitory#neurons#remains#reduced,#even#months#after# the# retinal# lesions.#This# is# consistent#with# in)vivo)work# following#the# activity# of# individual# inhibitory# neurons# across# time,#where# in# adult#mice#following#monocular#enucleation,#activity#of#inhibitory#neurons#is#reduced,#and#does#not#recover#to#control#levels,#at#least#within#several#days#postQenucleation#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#In#contrast,#a#juvenile#study#has#shown#that#the#activity#of#fastQspiking# inhibitory# neurons# is# reduced# at# 24# hours# after# monocular#deprivation,#but#rebounds#after#48Q72#hours#(Hengen#et#al.,#2013).#The#recovery#of#activity# in# inhibitory#neurons# therefore,# appears# to#be#different# in# the#adult#system#compared#to#the#juvenile,#and#also#may#vary#between#inhibitory#neuron#subtypes.##
The)mouse)visual)system)as)a)model)for)homeostatic)plasticity)
)Although# a# majority# of# the# initial# research# into# homeostatic# plasticity# was#conducted# in#culture#systems,#as# research#moves# towards#an# in)vivo# approach,#the#visual#cortex#provides#a#highly#attractive#system#for#continuing#work.#Firstly,#the# eye# gives# way# to# various# means# of# manipulation,# both# permanent#(enucleation# or# ablation)# or# temporary# (eyelid# suture,# darkQrearing),# allowing#probing#of#different#activity#patterns#on#the#outcome#of#plasticity#and#potential#reversal.#Secondly,#the#upper#layers#of#the#cortex#lie#superficial#enough#to#enable#
in)vivo# experimentation#without# the#need# to#be# too# invasive#and#disturb#other#brain# regions.# Finally,# the# gross# architecture# of# the# visual# system# and# the#pathways# linking# information# from# the# retina# to# the# cortex# are# now# well#established,# giving# us# the# potential# to# examine# effects# at# each# step# in# the#
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pathway# and# determine# whether# changes# occurring# may# be# a# direct#consequence#of#upstream#alterations#or#intrinsically#generated.##
Aims)and)motivation)
)We# now# have# substantial# knowledge# of# the# individual# mechanisms# of#homeostatic# plasticity,# and# have# observed# them# corresponding# with# in) vivo#recovery# of# activity# in# both# adult# and# juvenile# animals# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;#Hengen#et# al.,# 2013;#Keck#et# al.,# 2013).#However,# one#aspect# that# remains# less#well# understood# is# whether# individual# cells# employ# multiple# homeostatic#mechanisms,# and# how# these# might# interact# with# one# another# if# they# do.# In#adults,# synaptic#mechanisms# involving# changes# to# both# excitation# (Keck# et# al.,#2013),#and#inhibition#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a)#have#been#demonstrated#following#different# deprivation# paradigms,# and# are# implemented# ubiquitously# across# all#cells.#No#changes#to#the#intrinsic#excitability#of#neurons#have#been#shown#in#the#adult.#In#contrast,#while)in)vivo#study#in#juveniles#reports#only#synaptic#changes#following#activity#deprivation#(Hengen#et#al.,#2013),#other#studies#have#reported#changes# to# intrinsic# excitability# in# juvenile# preparations,# alongside# changes# to#synaptic# input# (Lambo# and# Turrigiano,# 2013;# Maffei# and# Turrigiano,# 2008).#However,# often# synaptic# and# intrinsic# changes# are# studied# in# separate#populations# of# neurons,# and# thus,# the# contributions# of# each#mechanism# to# an#individual# cell# are# unknown.# Furthermore,# a# recently# identified# form# of#structural# plasticity,# AIS# plasticity,# has# been# shown# to# correlate# with# the#excitability#of#a#neuron#(Grubb#and#Burrone,#2010;#Kuba#et#al.,#2010).#This#form#of# plasticity# has# not# yet# been# studied# in# the# visual# cortex,# in# the# context# of#homeostatic# plasticity.# It# may# provide# a# useful# approach# for# the# study# of#multiple#homeostatic#mechanisms# in# individual#neurons,#allowing# for#postQhoc#labelling#which#may#provide#information#on#the#intrinsic#excitability#properties#of#a#neuron,#after#functional#measures#of#synaptic#input#and#output#activity#have#been#collected.##Thus,# the# aims# for# this# thesis# are# twofold.# First,# I# shall# investigate# a# recently#reported#new#form#of#homeostatic#plasticity#–#AIS#plasticity#–#within#the#visual#cortex,# where# it# has# not# yet# been# explored# in# an# activityQdependent# manner.#
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Enucleation##All# procedures#were# carried# out# in# accordance#with# the# Home# Office# Animals#(Scientific# Procedures)# Act# 1986.# Sensory# deprivation# was# achieved# by#monocular# enucleation# of# the# left# eye.# Mice# were# anaesthetised# with# an# i.p.#injection# of# ketamine# (0.15# mg/g)# and# xylazine# (0.015# mg/g)# and# surgery#commenced# when# the# toe# pinch# reflex# was# no# longer# present.# Lidocaine# was#topically#applied#to#the#area#around#the#eye#to#be#removed.#The#eyeball#was#then#surgically# removed# and# the# eyelids# closed# and# glued# shut.# Mice# were# then#returned# to# their# cages# to# recover,#where# their# breathing# rate#was#monitored#and#body#temperature#maintained#using#a#heat#mat.#Control#mice#underwent#the#same# anaesthesia# procedure,# without# the# removal# of# the# eye.# Maxitrol# eye#ointment# (Alcon)# was# applied# to# nonQenucleated# eyes# during# anaesthesia# to#prevent# drying# out# of# the# eye.# All# enucleations# or# anaesthetic# controls# were#carried#out#at#postnatal#day#23.##
Immunohistochemistry'#
Immunostaining)for)the)axon)initial)segment)in)inhibitory)and)excitatory)neurons##To# examine# plasticity# of# the# axon# initial# segment# in# GABAergic# inhibitory#neurons,# a# transgenic#mouse# line# expressing# GFP# under# the# GAD65# promoter#(LópezQBendito# et# al.,# 2004)# was# used.# Mice# were# deeply# anaesthetized#(ketamine,# 0.3#mg/g,# xylazine,# 0.03#mg/g)# and# perfused#with# 10ml# phosphate#buffered# saline# (PBS;# pH7.4)# followed# by# 10ml# 1%# paraformaldehyde# (PFA).#Brains# were# removed# and# postQfixed# overnight# in# 1%# PFA# containing# 2.7%#sucrose.# The# next# day# brains# were# sectioned# using# a# vibratome# (Leica,#
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Germany).# #Coronal#sections#through#the#monocular#visual#cortex#were#cut#at#a#thickness#of#50µm.#Following#sectioning,#slices#were#rinsed#three#times#in#PBS,#each# time# for# 5#mins# before# being# incubated# for# 2# hours# in# blocking# solution#(10%#normal# goat# serum# (NGS,#Bethyl# labs),# 0.25%#PBSQTritonQX# (PBSQT)# and#PBS),# at# room# temperature.# Blocking# solution# was# then# replaced# by# primary#antibody# in# blocking# solution# and# incubated# for# 72# hours# at# 4˚C.# To# label# the#axon# initial# segment,# a# mouseQ2α# antiQAnkyrinG# (1:500,# Neuromab)# antibody#was#used.#In#a#subset#of#experiments#slices#were#also#incubated#with#rabbit#antiQNPY# (1:500,# RayBiotech)# to# label# the# specific# NPY# expressing# subset# of#inhibitory#neurons.#After#incubation#with#primary#antibody,#slices#were#washed#three# times# (20#mins# each)# in# 0.25%# PBSQT.# Next# slices# were# incubated#with#secondary# antibody# for# 2# hours# at# room# temperature# (antiQmouseQ2α#AlexaFluor# (AF)#546,#and# in# the#NPY#subset#antiQrabbit#AF#633,#both#at#1:500,#Invitrogen).#Following#incubation#with#secondary#antibody,#slices#were#washed#three#times#(15#mins#each)# in#PBS.#Slices#were#then#mounted#onto#glass#slides#with#Mowiol#(Calbiochem).##To# label# the# axon# initial# segment# in# excitatory# neurons,# slices# were# prepared#from#wild#type#C57/BL6#mice.#Slices#were#prepared#as#above,#with#the#addition#of# neurofilamentQlabelling# antibody# (mouse# antiQNFQH,# 1:1000,# Calbiochem)# to#label#neurons#and#allow#tracing#of#AISs#back#to#their#cell#soma.#The#secondary#antibody#used#was#goat#antiQmouse#AF#633#(1:500,#Invitrogen).###
Immunostaining) for) the) axon) initial) segment) in) slices) used) for) electrophysiology)
recordings)#At#the#end#of#patchQclamp#recordings,#pipettes#were#carefully#reversed#out#from#the#recorded#cell.#The#slice#was#then#transferred#into#a#wellQplate#containing#1%#PFA# (+# 2.7%# sucrose)# and# fixed# overnight.# Following# fixation,# slices# were#washed# three# times#(5#mins#each)# in#PBS.#To#enhance#antibody#penetration# in#these# thicker# slices# (300µm),# additional# steps# were# included# in# the#immunostaining# protocol.# First,# once# slices# had# been# rinsed# they# were#transferred#to# individual#tubes#(Eppendorf)#containing#a#30%#sucrose#solution#(sucrose#suspended# in#PBS)#and#put#on#a# rocker#at# room#temperature# for# two#
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hours,# or# until# the# slice# had# sunk# to# the# bottom#of# the# sucrose# solution.#Next,#slices# were# frozen# over# dry# ice# and# subsequently# thawed# in# PBS.# Slices# were#then#incubated#in#blocking#solution#for#2#hours#(room#temperature,#10%#NGS)#before#primary#antibody#was#added.#Primary#antibody#(mouseQ2α#antiQAnkyrinQG;# Neuromab# and# rabbit# antiQcFos;# Santa# Cruz;# both# at# 1:500)# was# diluted# in#blocking#solution#and#added#to#the#slices,#which#were#then#incubated#overnight#at#4˚C.#After#primary#incubation,#slices#were#washed#three#times#(20#mins#each)#in#PBSQT,#and#then,#treated#with#secondary#antibody#(antiQmouseQ2α#AF#546#and#antiQrabbit#AF#633,#Invitrogen).#Secondary#antibody#incubation#was#carried#out#as#described#above#(i.e.#diluted#1:500#in#blocking#solution,#incubated#for#2#hours#at# room# temperature).# After# secondary# incubation,# slices# were# washed# three#times#(15#mins#each)#in#PBS#and#then#mounted#in#Mowiol#(Calbiochem).##
Immunostaining)for)c/Fos##To# investigate# levels# of# neuronal# activity# following#deprivation,# presence# of# cQFos#immunoreactivity#was#used#to#identify#putative#active#and#inactive#neurons.#This# protocol# is# taken# from#Barnes# et# al.,# (2015a),#where# in# adult# animals# the#detection# of# cQFos# immunostaining# in# neurons# is# shown# to# be# an# accurate#indicator# of# previous# in) vivo) activity.# Animals# were# deeply# anaesthetized#(ketamine,# 0.3# mg/g,# xylazine,# 0.03# mg/g)# and# perfused# with# 10ml# iceQcold#artificial#cerebrospinal#fluid#(ACSF).##Brains#were#quickly#removed#and#cut#using#a#vibrating#microtome#(Leica)#at#a#thickness#of#300µm.#Slices#were#transferred#from# the# slicing# chamber# to# oxygenated# artificial# cerebral# spinal# fluid# (ACSF),#using# wideQended# Pasteur# pipette,# at# room# temperature.# Slices# were# left# to#recover#for#4#hours,#before#being#fixed#in#1%#PFA#overnight#at#4˚C.#The#next#day#slices#were# rinsed# 3# times# (5#mins# each)# in# PBS# and# then# transferred# to# 10%#NGS#blocking#solution.#Slices#were#incubated#in#blocking#solution#for#2#hours#at#room# temperature# before# being# incubated# with# rabbit# antiQcQFos# (1:500,#SantaCruz)#overnight.#Following#incubation#with#primary#antibody,#slices#were#washed# three# times# (20# mins# each)# with# PBSQT# before# incubation# with#secondary#antibody#at#room#temperature#for#2#hours#(goat#antiQrabbit#AF#633).#After# secondary# incubation# slices#were#washed# three# times# (15#mins# each)# in#PBS#and#mounted#in#Mowiol#onto#glass#slides.#
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Microscopy'#
Imaging)of)inhibitory)and)excitatory)axon)initial)segments##All# images# were# acquired# using# a# Nikon# A1R# Inverted# confocal# microscope#(Nikon,# Japan)# equipped# with# GaAsP# detectors.# Monocular# visual# cortex# was#identified# using# stereotaxic# coordinates,# through# the# eyepieces# with# a# low#magnification# objective# (10x# air# objective,# 0.3# NA,# Nikon,# Japan).# To# acquire#images# the# objective# was# switched# to# a# 60x# oil# immersion# objective# (1.4# NA,#Nikon).#Inhibitory#and#excitatory#neurons#in#layers#2/3#with#whole,#uncut#AISs#were#imaged#with#a#488nm#Argon#and#561#nm#and#642#nm#diode#lasers.#Images#were#acquired#at#a#resolution#of#1024x1024#pixels,#with#a#pixel#size#of#0.21µm#x#0.21µm#and#z#step#size#of#0.2µm.#Laser#power#and#gain#was#kept#constant#for#all#images.#All#images#were#acquired#blind#to#experimental#condition.##
Imaging)of)recorded)neurons)#Neurons#that#had#been#recorded#from#in#patchQclamp#recordings#were#identified#by# the# green# AlexaFluor# 488# dye# that# had# been# in# the# recording# pipette.# The#AISs#of#these#cells#was#imaged#using#the#parameters#described#above.#A#second#image# was# taken# of# the# cell# soma# with# the# 642# nm# laser# switched# on# to#determine#if#the#cell#was#cQFos#positive#or#not.#These#images#had#a#step#size#of#0.5#µm.##Finally#the#apical#dendrites#were#imaged#at#a#zoom#of#2#and#a#pixel#size#of#0.1#x#0.1#µm#and#a#step#size#of#0.5#µm.##
Image'Analysis'#








C.#Three#viewing#angles#showing#the#selection#of#the#start#point#of#the#AIS#–#this#is#taken#as#the#first#point#of#colocalisation#between#GFP#(or#NFQH#for#excitatory#neurons)#and#AnkG.#D.#Example#images#of#the#three#viewing#angles#showing#the#continued# tracking#of# the#AIS/axon# through# the#centre#of#axon’s# cross# section.#The# centre# of# the# axon# was# determined,# by# eye,# at# all# stages# of# the# tracking#process# by# using# the# three# images# to# continually# follow# the# axon# in# all# 3#dimensions.#This#prevented#errors#in#measurement#caused#by#the#axon#moving#in#depth,#that#may#otherwise#have#occurred#if#tracking#were#performed#in#twoQdimensions.#E.#When#AnkG# labelling#no# longer# colocalised#with#GFP# (or#NFQH)#the# second# segment# of# the# track# was# ended# and# a# third# segment# initiated# to#indicate#the#end#of#the#AIS#and#the#continued#path#of#the#axon.##
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Figure'2.2'Plot'of'3D'track'created'in'5D'viewer.'#3D#plot#of#coordinates#from#a#5D#viewer#track,# loaded#into#Matlab#for#distance#calculation.# The# length# calculation# was# applied# separately# to# the# first# two#segments#of# the# track,#corresponding#to# the#start#distance#measurement#(blue,#labelled# 1)# and# the# AIS# length# measurement# (red,# labelled# 2).# The# segment#labelled#3#shows#the#continued#path#of#the#axon.#
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Measuring)density)of)c/Fos)#Images#of# slices# labelled#with#cQFos#were#overlaid#with#a#600µm2#grid#and# the#number# of# cQFos# positive# cells,# determined# by# eye,# was# counted# in# each# grid#segment# using# the# cell# counter# plugin# in# Fiji.# Cells#were# counted# if# they#were#wholly#inside#the#grid#area#in#the#xy#directions#and#were#visible#for#at#least#1µm#in#the# image#stack#(i.e.# two#consecutive#slices# in#stack#with#0.5#µm#zQstep).#For#each# imaged# slice,# the# same#volume# grid# (4800#µm3)#was#used# to# count# cQFos#positive#cells.#The#total#density#of#cQFos#positive#cells#in#each#condition#was#then#calculated# using# density# measures# from# several# different# slices# for# that#particular# condition.# Cells# that# had# been# labelled# with# cQFos# after# recordings#were# regarded# as# cQFos# positive# if# cQFos# labelling# in# the# cell# soma# was# 20%#greater#than#background#levels#of#stain#(Fig.#2.3b,c).#Images#were#analysed#blind#to#experimental#condition.##
Measuring)expression)of)NPY)in)GAD65/GFP)neurons)





A,'Example# images#of#AF#488# filled#neurons#(left),#cQFos# immunostain#(centre)#and#merge#(right)# in#a#neuron#classified#as#cQFos#negative#(top#row)#and#cQFos#positive# (bottom# row).# In# the# merge# image# the# line# used# to# generate# pixel#intensity# line#profile# in# (b)# is# shown# in# yellow.#B,# Plot# showing#pixel# intensity#along#line#profiles#across#cells# in#(a),# for#the#AF#488#channel#(green)#and#cQFos#label# channel# (magenta).# The# red# dashed# line# indicates# 20# %# above# mean#background# labelling# in#cQFos#channel.#A#peak# in#the#cQFos# intensity#above#this#line#can#clearly#be#seen# in# the#bottom#cell,#occurring#alongside#the#peak# in# the#green#channel# corresponding# to# the#cell# soma.# In#contrast,# in# the# top,#negative#cell# the#pixel# intensity# in# the#cQFos#channel#does#not#exceed# the#dashed# line#at#any#point#over#the#cell#soma#(indicated#by#broad#peak#in#green#channel).#A#cell#was# considered#positive# for# cQFos# if# the#mean#pixel# intensity#of# cQFos#over# the#soma#was#20#%#greater#than#the#mean#background#pixel#intensity.#
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Measuring)spine)density##Spine#density#was#measured#in#a#subset#of#neurons#that#had#been#recorded#from#using#electrophysiology#and#filled#with#an#AF#488#dye.#Images#were#loaded#into#Fiji# and# the# cell# counter# used# to# mark# spines# along# a# clear,# nonQobscured#secondary# apical# dendrite.# For# each# cell,# the# first# nonQobscured# secondary#dendrite#branching#off# from# the#main# apical#dendrite#was# chosen# for# analysis.#All# spines# were# counted,# including# those# projecting# in# the# z# dimension.# The#length# of# the# dendrite#was# then#measured# using# the# simple#measuring# tool# in#Fiji,# placing# points# along# the# length# of# the# dendrite# and# then# using# these#coordinates# to# calculate# length.# The# density# was# calculated# by# dividing# the#number# of# spines# counted# on# the# dendrite# by# the# length# of# the# dendrite.# All#images#were#analysed#blind#to#experimental#condition.###










)Mice#were#deeply#anaesthetized#and#then#transcardially#perfused#with#10#ml#of#4°C' dissection# ASCF# (in# mM# 108# cholineQchloride,# 3# KCL,# 26# NaHCO3,# 25# DQglucose,#3#Na#pyruvate,#2#CaCl2#and#1#MgSO4,#saturated#with#95%#O2#/#5%#CO2).#The# brain#was# removed# and# coronal# slices# containing# visual# cortex# (300# µm)#were#cut#using#a#Vibratome#3000#(Leica,#Germany).#Slices#were#transferred#to#a#holding# chamber,# containing# recording# ACSF# (in# mM,# 120# NaCl,# 3# KCl,# 23#NaHCO3,#1.25#NaHPO4,#10#DQglucose,#2#CaCl2#and#1#MgSO4#saturated#with#95%#O2# /# 5%# CO2)# and# incubated# for# at# least# 60# minutes.# Individual# slices# for#recording# were# transferred# to# the# recording# chamber,# which# was# continually#perfused# with# fresh# recording# ACSF.# All# recordings# were# made# at# room#temperature.# Glass# recording# pipettes# were# pulled# from# Borosilicate# glass#(Harvard# Apparatus)# using# a#micropipette# puller# (Sutter# Instruments),# with# a#resistance#of#4#–#7#MΩ.#Recording#pipettes#were#filled#with#an#internal#solution#containing#the#following,#in#mM:#130KMeSO4,#8#NaCl,#2#KH2PO4,#2#DQglucose#and#10# HEPES.# In# a# subset# of# recordings# the# internal# solution# also# contained#AlexaFluorQ488#(1mM).##Stereotaxic#coordinates#were#used#to#target#recordings#to#the#monocular#visual#cortex.# Cells# were# visualised# on# a# customQbuilt# microscope# under# infrared#differential# interference# contrast# microscopy.# Layer# 2/3# pyramidal# neurons#were# identified# based# on# morphology# (pyramidal# shaped# soma)# and# spiking#properties.# Layer# 2/3# GAD65QGFP# inhibitory# neurons# were# identified# using#epifluorescence#detection#via#a#CoolLED#pEQ100.#Presence#of#GFP#in#the#pipette#at#the#end#of#recording#confirmed#that#a#GAD65QGFP#neuron#had#been#recorded.#Recordings#were#made# in# either# currentQ# or# voltageQclamp#mode# according# to#experimental#design# (Multiclamp#700B,#Molecular#Devices),# and#data# acquired#using#Ephus#freeware#(VidrioTech).#Liquid#junction#potential#was#not#corrected#for.#Series# resistance#was#monitored# throughout# recordings.# In# the#majority#of#
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recordings,#series#resistance#remained#stable#throughout#the#recording#session.#However,# if# series# resistance# was# seen# to# increase# by# more# than# 15%# of# the#original# value# –# usually# caused# by# the# seal# between# membrane# and# pipette#closing#up#–#an#attempt#to#reopen#the#seal#was#made.# If#successfully#reopened,#recording# continued# as# long# as# series# resistance# did# not# deviate# from# the#original# value# by# more# than# 15%# in# either# direction.# If# series# resistance# was#altered#by#more#than#15%#either#way#following#reopening,#or#a#stable#seal#was#not#maintained#after#one#attempt#to#reopen#the#seal,#recordings#were#discarded.#Recordings# were# also# discarded# if# the# resting# membrane# potential# or# input#resistance# varied# by# greater# than# 10%# across# the# duration# of# the# recording.#While# recordings# were# not# performed# blind,# all# subsequent# offline# analysis#described#below#was#performed#blind#to#experimental#condition.##
Measuring)excitability)





A,#Example#trace#demonstrating#channel#inactivation.#B,#Voltage#response#trace#from#a#Q100#pA#current#injection#used#to#calculate#passive#membrane#properties.#Red# dashed# line# indicates# the# voltage# response# measured# that# is# used# to#calculate# input# resistance# using# formula# F3.# C,# Action# potential# trace# (black)#overlaid# with# dV/dt# trace# (green),# showing# how# action# potential# voltage#threshold# is# determined.# Horizontal# red# dashed# line# indicates# where# dV/dt#reaches#10#V/s#and#vertical#dashed#red# line# indicates# the#point#on# the#raw#AP#trace#where#this#voltage#potential#change#is#reached.#Action#potential#height#was#calculated# as# the# difference# between# this# point# and# the# peak# of# the# AP# (blue#arrow).#
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A,# AP# trace# demonstrating# how# latency# is# measured.# Green# arrow# indicates#stimulus# onset,# red# dashed# line# indicates# AP# threshold.# Latency,# indicated# by#blue#line,#is#taken#as#the#time#between#stimulus#onset#and#AP#threshold.#B,#Three#single#AP# traces# from#the#same#neuron,#demonstrating#how# jitter# is#measured.#The#amplitude#of#the#current#injection#is#the#same#for#the#three#AP#traces.#Blue#line# indicates#stimulus#onset#and#red# lines# indicate#AP#threshold# in#each#trace.#The# latency# is# calculated# for# each# trace# (indicated# by# arrows,# L1,# L2# and# L3).#Jitter#is#then#calculated#as#the#standard#deviation#of#the#three#latency#values.##
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deviation#of#multiple#latency#values#at#the#same#magnitude#of#current#injection#(Fig#2.7b).#Latency#and#jitter#was#calculated#using#single#AP#(rheobase)#traces.#In#a#subset#of#cells,#ten#trials#of#500ms#current#injections#were#made#between#100#and#200pA,# in#10pA#steps.#These# ten# trials#were#used# to# calculate# latency#and#jitter#at#different#current#injection#values.#In#these#instances#where#a#train#of#APs#may# be# evoked,# latency# and# jitter# was# calculated# using# only# the# first# AP# in# a#train.##
Recording)mini)postsynaptic)currents)(mPSCs))#mPSCs# were# recorded# in# voltageQclamp,# at# Q65mV# holding# potential,# in# the#presence#of#TTX#(1#µM).#mPSC#recordings#were#filtered#at#3kHz#and#digitized#at#20kHz.# mPSC# traces# were# analysed# blind# to# experimental# condition# using#MiniAnalysis#(Synaptosoft).##







Introduction'#Homeostatic# plasticity# research# in# the# rodent# visual# system# has# revealed# that#several#of#the#key#mechanisms#thought#to#prevent#large#perturbations#in#activity#are#employed#in#the#visual#cortex#in#response#to#altered#activity#input.#The#exact#response# is# highly# dependent# on# layer,# activity# manipulation,# and# age# of# the#animal.#For#example,#Desai#et#al.,# (2002)#show#that# layer#4#pyramidal#neurons#were# able# to# undergo# synaptic# scaling# if# activity# deprivation# occurred# at# two#weeks#post#birth,#but#not#at#three#weeks#post#birth.#In#contrast,#they#found#that#these# effects# were# delayed# in# layer# 2/3# where# activity# deprivation# caused#synaptic# scaling# if# it#was# carried# out# at# three#weeks,# but# not# two#weeks,# post#birth.# Similarly,# intrinsic# plasticity# has# been# reported# in# layer# 2/3# neurons# of#juvenile# rats# undergoing# activity# deprivation# via# eyelid# suture# (Maffei# and#Turrigiano,# 2008),# but# following#monocular# enucleation# in# the# adult# mice,# no#change# in# intrinsic#excitability#of# layer#2/3#neurons# is#observed#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#Instead,#in#the#adult#animal#there#is#a#shift#in#the#E/I#balance#occurring#alongside#local#subnetwork#interactions.#Thus,#both#synaptic#and#intrinsic#forms#of#plasticity#are#undergone#by#neurons#in#the#visual#cortex#following#reductions#in#activity.##One# form# of# plasticity# that# has# yet# to# be# explored# in# the# visual# cortex# is# AIS#plasticity,# a# recently# proposed# structural# correlate# of# excitability.# This#comparably# new# form# of# plasticity# was# observed# simultaneously# and#independently# in# rodent# hippocampal# cultures# and# the# chick# auditory# cortex,#following# elevated# activity# and# activity# deprivation,# respectively# (Grubb# and#Burrone,#2010;#Kuba#et#al.,#2010).#Since#these#first#reports#there#have#been#only#a#handful#of#subsequent#reports#demonstrating#activityQdependent#plasticity#of#the#AIS#in#the#cortex#(Baalman#et#al.,#2013),#hippocampus#(Baalman#et#al.,#2013;#
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Layer)2/3)pyramidal)neurons)shorten)their)AIS)following)sensory)deprivation##Coronal#slices#containing#the#monocular#visual#cortex#were#taken#from#juvenile#mice# sacrificed# at# 24,# 48# or# 72# hours# after#monocular# enucleation# (or# control#anaesthesia).# Slices#were# stained# for# the# AnkG# and#NFQH# to# label# the# AIS# and#neuronal#cytoskeleton#respectively,#and#AISs#from#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons#were#measured.#All# controls#were# ageQmatched,# and,# although#at#72#hours# the#mean# AIS# start# position# was# more# proximal# to# the# soma# compared# to# the#previous#two#time#points,#this#did#not#cause#a#significant#change#in#length#(Fig.#3.1).#However,#to#ensure#ageQvariability#did#not#affect#results,#all#deprived#time#points# were# compared# to# their# ageQmatched# controls.# At# 24# hours# post#deprivation#mean#AIS#length#was#not#different#from#control.#However,#at#48#and#72#hours#post# deprivation,#AIS#measurements# from# slices# of# deprived# animals#were#now# significantly# shorter# than# their# ageQmatched# controls# (Fig.# 3.2).# The#starting#location#of#the#AIS#in#relation#to#the#soma#was#not#significantly#different#at#any#time#point,#suggesting#that#the#decrease#in#length#is#occurring#at#the#distal#end# of# the# AIS.# Thus,# layer# 2/3# neurons# in# the# visual# cortex# do# show# AIS#plasticity,#in#the#form#of#a#change#in#length,#following#monocular#enucleation.##
Following)deprivation)Layer)2/3)pyramidal)neurons)are)more)excitable)#To#see#if#the#observed#decrease#in#AIS#length#had#any#functional#consequences#for#the#neurons,#I#performed#wholeQcell#patch#clamp#recordings#from#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons#in#the#monocular#visual#cortex.# I#chose#to#focus#on#the#first#time# point# at# which# the# length# change# became# significant,# thus,# the# following#recordings#were#performed#at#48#hours#post#deprivation#in#either#enucleated#or#ageQ# and# anaestheticQmatched# control# animals.# Previously,# AIS# plasticity# has#been#shown# to#occur#alongside#changes# to# the# intrinsic#excitability#of#neurons#(Grubb# and#Burrone,# 2010;#Kuba# et# al.,# 2010).# I# therefore# performed# currentQclamp#recordings#to#determine#the#action#potential#threshold#and#inputQoutput#function#of#neurons#in#control#and#deprived#conditions.#
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#
Figure' 3.1' AIS' position' but' not' length' varies' across' developmental' age'
window.'







A,#AIS#length#and#position#in#control#(black)#and#deprived#(red)#at#24,#48#and#72#hours#post#deprivation.#Bottom#and# top#edges#of#bars# indicate#mean#start#and#end# position# respectively,# with# length# of# bar# representing# mean# length.#Numbers# within# bars# indicates# the# number# of# AISs# measured.# Mean# start#positions:#(24#hr)#control,#3.8#±#0.4#µm;#deprived,#3.9#±#0.5#µm,#p#=#0.999,#(48#hr)#control,#3.0#±#0.4#µm;#deprived,#4.4#±#0.6#µm,#p#=#0.05,#(72#hr)#control,#2.6#±#0.4#µm;#deprived,#3.0#±#0.3#µm,#p#=#0.159.#Mean#length:#(24#hr)#control,#24.5#±#1.5#µm;#deprived,#21.1#±#0.8#µm,#p#=#0.072,#(48#hr)#control,#24.4#±#1.2#µm;#deprived,#19.1#±#0.7#µm,#p#=#0.001,#(72#hr)#control,#27.3#±#1.1#µm;#deprived,#19.7#±#1.1#µm,#p#<#0.001.#B,# Example#of# a# control# (left)# and#deprived# (right)#neuron,# labelled#with#SMIQ32#in#green,#and#AnkG#in#magenta.#Red#arrows#indicate#start#and#end#of#AIS.#**p#<#0.01,#***p#<#0.001.#ns,#not#significant.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
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A,'Example#traces#of#voltage#deflections#following#somatic#current#injection#(0Q50#pA)#in#a#control#(black)#and#deprived#(red)#neuron.#B,#InputQoutput#function:#current# injection#and#mean#number#of# resultant# spikes# for#control# (black)#and#deprived#(red)#neurons.#MannQWhitney#rank#sum#on#gradient#values#(p#=#0.014)#and#tQtest#on#yQintercept#values#(p#<#0.001)#of#slopes#fitted#to#the#linear#portion#of#individual#control#and#deprived#neurons#I/O#function.#C,#Rheobase#–#injected#current#(in#pA)#needed#to#elicit#a#single#action#potential# in#control#(black),#and#deprived#(red)#neurons.#Mean#rheobase#in#control,#83#±#6#pA,#and#deprived,#60#±#8# pA;# p# =# 0.024,# tQtest.#D,#Mean# input# resistance# in# control,# 166# ±# 9#MΩ,# and#deprived,#216#±#30#MΩ;#p#=#0.211,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#E,# Scatter#plot#of#
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rheobase#against#input#resistance#showing#the#inverse#relationship#between#the#two#factors#in#both#control#(black;#r#=#Q0.78,#p#<#0.001)#and#deprived#(red;#r#=#Q0.78,# p# =# 0.002)# neurons;# rho# and# p# values# were# calculated# using# Pearson’s#Product# Moment# Correlation# F,# Mean# action# potential# voltage# threshold# in#control,#Q35#±#1#mV,#and#deprived,#Q36#±#2#mV;#p#=#0.682,#tQtest.#G,#Mean#current#density# in# control,# 0.22# ±# 0.03# pA/pF,# and# deprived,# 0.19# ±# 0.04# pA/pF;# p# =#0.185,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#H,#Mean#action#potential#height#in#control,#81#±#2#mV,#and#deprived,#87#±#3#mV;#p#=#0.029,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#All#bar#plots#show# mean# ±# s.e.m.,# with# green# and# blue# points# representing# individual# cell#values#for#control#and#deprived#neurons#respectively.#N#=#26#control#cells#and#13#deprived#cells.#*p#<#0.05,#***p#<#0.001.##
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#cell.#Thus,#while#not#significant,#the#current#density#trends#in#a#direction#that#is#consistent# with# the# change# in# rheobase# and# I/O# function.# Maximum# firing#frequency# was# measured# in# current# clamp# by# applying# a# prolonged# (10# sec)#injection# of# current# to# maintain# a# holding# potential# close# to# AP# voltage#threshold.#This#was#tested#at#three#different#holding#potentials#(Q40,#Q35#and#Q30#mV)# and# repeated# 10# times# per# cell# at# each# holding# potential.# A# mean# firing#frequency#for#each#cell#at#the#three#holding#potentials#was#then#calculated#(Fig.#3.4a,b).# Firing# frequency# was# consistently# higher# in# deprived# neurons# than#control,# at# each# holding# potential.# Thus,# these# results# agree# with# previous#studies# reporting# an# increase# in# intrinsic# excitability# following# deprivation#(Desai#et#al.,#1999;#Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008;#O’Leary#et#al.,#2010).#However,#combining#these#functional#results#with#the#earlier#structural#findings#this#now#conflicts# with# previous# evidence# that# reduced# AIS# length# should# result# in# a#reduced#firing#frequency#(Kuba#et#al.,#2010).#The#above#recordings#were#carried#out#in#conditions#where#synaptic#activity#was#freely#able#to#take#place,#and#thus,#it#is#possible#that#there#could#be#an#interaction#from#any#arising#synaptic#activity#that#may#mask#changes#to#excitability#that#a#shortened#AIS#might#cause.#To#test#this,# experiments# were# next# performed# in# the# presence# of# drugs# to# block#synaptic#activity.##










Figure' 3.5' Increased' excitability' after' deprivation' is' not' synaptically'
mediated.'
'
A,#InputQoutput#function:#injected#current#and#resultant#mean#(±#s.e.m.)#number#of# action# potentials# for# control# (black)# and# deprived# (red);# tQtest# on# gradient#values# of# individual# control# and# deprived# neurons’# slopes# (p# =# 0.320)# and# yQintercept#(p#<#0.001).#B,#Mean#rheobase#in#control,#96#±#11#pA,#and#deprived,#69#±#8#pA;#p#=#0.049,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#C,#Mean#input#resistance#in#control,#178#±#18#MΩ,#and#deprived,#195#±#22#MΩ;#p#=#0.332,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#
D,#Mean#action#potential#threshold#in#control,#Q35#±#2#mV,#and#deprived,#Q39#±#2#mV;#p#=#0.076,#tQtest.#E,'Mean#current#density#in#control,#0.27#±#0.03#pA/pF,#and#deprived,#0.21#±#0.03#pA/pF;#p#=#0.180,#tQtest.#F,#Mean#action#potential#height#in#control,#75#±#4#mV,#and#deprived,#83#±#2#mV;#p#=#0.157,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#Error#bars# indicate#s.e.m.#N#=#15#control#cells#and#10#deprived#cells.#*p#<#0.05,#***p#<#0.001.#
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#further#suggesting#that#these#cells#are#more#excitable#(Fig.#3.5c,e).#Additionally,#there# is# no# difference# between#AP# threshold# in# control# and# deprived# neurons#(Fig.#3.5d).#Action#potential#height,#which#was#increased#after#deprivation#when#synaptic#transmission#was#not#antagonised,# is#now#not#different# in#control#and#deprived#conditions#(Fig.#3.5f).#Thus,#while#there#are#some#minor#differences#(no#change#in#AP#height)#between#these#results#and#the#previous#findings#measured#without#synaptic#antagonists,#the#overall#outcome#reflects#the#same#conclusion#–#following# deprivation,# neurons# have# increased# excitability.# These# results#indicate#that#this#increase#in#excitability#following#deprivation#is#intrinsic#and#is#not#caused#by#a#synaptic#effect.##




'Example# traces# of#A,# A# single# action# potential,#B,# The# first# derivative# plotted#against# voltage# (i.e.# a# phaseQplane# plot),# and#C,# The# second# derivative# plotted#against# voltage.# Blue# arrows# indicate# the# axonal# component# of# the#waveforms#and# black# arrows# indicate# the# somatic# component# in# the# first# and# second#derivative# traces.#D,# Percentage# of# action#potential# traces# that# exhibit# a# single#(black)#or#double# (blue)#peak# in# their# second#derivative# trace.#Percentages# for#control:#49#%#single#peak,#51#%#double#peak;#deprived:#58%#single#peak,#42#%#double# peak;# p# =# 0.266,# ChiQsquare# test;# n# =# 78# control# trials# and# 39# control#trials.#E,#Percentage#of#neurons#that#exhibit#no#double#peaks#(black)#or#at#least#one#double#peak#(blue)#across#three#trials.#Percentages#for#control:#35#%#never#exhibiting#double#peak,#65#%#exhibiting#double#peak#at#least#once;#deprived:#46#%#never#exhibiting#double#peak,#54#%#exhibiting#at# least#one#double#peak;#p#=#0.727,# ChiQsquare# test;# n# =# 26# control# cells# and# 13# deprived# cells.# F,# Size# of#axonal#peak,#normalised#to#mean#of#control#values.#Normalised#mean#in#control,#1# ±# 0.2;# deprived,# 1.2# ±# 0.2;# p# =# 0.260,# MannQWhitney# rank# sum.#G,' Ratio# of#axonal#to#somatic#peak#normalised#to#mean#control#value.#Normalised#mean#in#control,#1#±#0.09;#deprived,#1#±#0.05;#p#=#0.925,#tQtest.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
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#shorter# AIS,# and,# particularly# with# the# shortening# occurring# at# the# distal# end#where#the#APs#are#thought#to#be#generated,#there#may#be#detectable#changes#in#the#phase#plots#of#APs# from#control#and#deprived#neurons.#Although#I#have#no#direct#evidence#for#reduced#sodium#channel#density#following#deprivation,#it#has#been#shown#previously#that#changes#to#the#AIS#have#occurred#alongside#changes#to#sodium#channel#density#(Grubb#and#Burrone,#2010;#Kuba#et#al.,#2010).#Thus,#if#the# observed# shortening# of# the# AIS# is# accompanied# by# a# reduction# in# sodium#channels#at#this#initial#section#of#the#axon#then#one#might#predict#that#the#size#of#the#first#peak,#the#axonal#component,#would#be#reduced#or#even#possibly#absent.#Upon# examination# of# the# first# derivative# phase# plots# of# single# APs,# in# both#control#and#deprived#conditions,#very#few#neurons#exhibited#two#peaks#in#their#phaseQplane#plot.#This#lack#of#a#double#peak#may#be#caused#by#the#sampling#rate#of#recordings#not#being#sensitive#enough#to#pick#up#the#rapid#change#in#voltage#associated#with#the#axonal#component.#One#way#to#overcome#this#is#to#take#the#second# derivative# of# the# trace,# thus,# now# looking# at# the# acceleration# rate# of#voltage#change.#By#taking#the#second#derivative#of# the#action#potential# trace# in#the#present#data,#double#peaks#were#reliably#detected#in#a#sufficient#number#of#traces# for#analysis# (Fig.#3.6aQc).#For#each#cell,# three# trials# in#which#a# single#AP#was#elicited#by#somatic#current#injection#were#collected#and#analysed.#In#control#neurons#just#under#half#of#all#APs#(49%)#showed#a#double#peak#in#their#second#derivative# trace.# This# was# reduced# to# 42%# in# deprived# neurons,# though# this#result#was#not#statistically#significant#(Fig.#3.6d).#Additionally,#the#proportion#of#neurons# that# showed# at# least# one# second#derivative# trace# containing# a# double#peak,# across# the# three# trials# was# 65# %# in# control,# and# 54%# in# deprived#conditions# (Fig.# 3.6e).# However,# again# this# result# was# not# significant.# The#magnitude#of#the#axonal#peak#was#not#different#in#control#and#deprived#neurons#(Fig.#3.6f).#Additionally,#the#size#of#the#axonal#peak#relative#to#the#somatic#peak#did#not#differ#between#control#and#deprived#conditions#(Fig.#3.6g).#Thus,# there#were# no# apparent# differences# in# the# waveforms# of# control# and# deprived#neurons,# suggesting# that# the# sodium# driving# force# is# not# different# in# the# two#conditions.#This#suggests#that#despite#the#observed#shortening#of#the#AIS,#there#are#no#functional#indications#that#there#has#been#a#loss#of#sodium#channels#from#this#region.##
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Figure' 3.9' Following' deprivation' AIS' length' does' not' correlate' with'
functional'output'measures'or'passive'cell'properties.'
'




Figure' 3.10' AIS' position' does' not' correlation' with' functional' output'
measures'or'passive'cell'properties'following'deprivation.'
'







plot#of#AIS#position#and#maximum#differential#in#deprived,#p#=#0.344.#E,#Scatter#plot#of#AIS# length#and#AIS#position# in# control,# p#=#0.622.#F,# Scatter#plot#of#AIS#length#and#position#in#deprived,#p#=#0.077.#All#rho#and#p#values#were#calculated#using#a#Spearman’s#rank#order#correlation.#
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#length#and#the#maximum#differential#(Fig.#3.11a),#suggesting#counterQintuitively#that# cells# with# a# shorter# AIS# have# a# faster# rate# of# depolarisation.# However,#counteracting# this# correlation# was# another# weak# correlation# between# AIS#position#and#maximum#differential# (Fig.#3.11c),# such# that#a#more#proximal#AIS#would# result# in# a# higher# rate# of# depolarisation.# These#weak# correlations#were#not# observed# in# deprived# animals# (Fig.# 3.11b,d).# There# was# no# correlation#between#AIS# length#and#AIS#position# in#either# control# (Fig.#3.11e)#or#deprived#conditions#(Fig.#3.11f).#Thus,#in#the#present#preparation#AIS#length#and#position#does# not# correlate# with# either# neuronal# membrane# properties,# or# intrinsic#excitability#measures#in#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons.#
)





A,#AHP#was#measured#in#single#AP#traces#by#calculating#the#difference#between#AP#threshold,# indicated#by#dashed#red# line,#and#minimum#voltage# immediately#following#AP#peak.#Blue#arrowhead#indicates#AHP.#B,#AHP#did#not#differ#between#control#and#deprived#neurons.#Mean#AHP#in#control,#Q13#±#2#mV,#and#deprived,#Q13# ±# 2# mV;# p# =# 0.629,# tQtest.# C,# Ih# amplitude# was# measured# by# taking# the#difference# between# the# minimum# voltage# recorded# directly# after# a#hyperpolarising#pulse#was#delivered#(black#arrow)#and#the#steady#state#voltage#reached# before# the# offset# of# the# pulse# (blue# arrow).# Top,# example# trace# of#hyperpolarising# current# injected# at# the# soma;# bottom,# schematic# of# current#injection.#Mean#Ih#amplitude#in#control,# Q0.5#±#0.1#mV,#and#deprived,# Q0.6#±#0.1#mV;#p#=#0.318,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
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#
Deprivation)does)not)affect)timing)or)precision)of)spiking)in)layer)2/3)#In# the# cortex,# the# timing# of# spikes# is# an# important# aspect# of# synaptic#transmission.#Spike#timing#dependent#plasticity#occurs#across#many#connections#in# the# cortex,# and# as# its# name# suggests,# is# heavily# dependent# on# the# precise#timing#of#preQ#and#postsynaptic#cell#spikes.#Changes#in#latency#and#precision#of#spiking#have#been#shown#to#occur#during#reorganisation#in#the#cortex#(Barnes#et#al.,# 2015b).# Thus,# I# hypothesised# that# given# that# the# AIS# is# the# site# of# spike#initiation#perhaps#changes#to#the#AIS#following#deprivation#cause#alterations#to#the#timing#or#precision#of#AP#firing.#Therefore,#I#looked#at#the#latency#and#jitter#of# APs# in# control# and# deprived# conditions# to# see# if# this# was# altered# by#deprivation.# Latency#was# defined# as# the# time# between# stimulus# onset# and# AP#threshold# being# reached.# I# first# examined# the# latency# of# APs# in# trials# where#single# action# potentials# were# elicited.# Here# I# found# no# difference# in# latency#between#control#and#deprived#conditions#(Fig.#3.13a,b).#I#next#looked#at#latency#across#a#range#(100Q200pA)#of#current#injections#to#determine#if#this#may#better#resolve# any# differences# in# spike# timing.#Here,# latency#was# defined# as# the# time#between#the#start#of#the#current#pulse#and#onset#of#the#first#action#potential#of#a#train.# A# clear# relationship# between# current# injection# and# latency# can# be# seen#(Fig.# 3.13d),# such# that# latency# decreases# with# larger# current# injections.# This#relationship# was# observed# in# both# control# and# deprived# conditions.# Thus,# I#examined# latency#values#at# two#specific#current# injections,#one#where#minimal#current#was# injected# to# elicit#APs# in# a# sufficient#number#of# cells# (100#pA)# and#one# where# cells# had# reached# almost# maximum# firing# rate# (200# pA).# At# both#current#injections,#no#difference#in#latency#values#was#observed#between#control#and#deprived#neurons#(Fig.#3.13c).#Thus,#deprivation#does#not#appear# to#affect#the#onset#timing#of#APs.##I#next#examined#whether#the#precision#of#spike#timing#was#affected#by#activity#deprivation.# I# first#examined#the# jitter# in#single#AP#trials# (3# trials#per#cell)#and#found# that#although# this#was# increased# in#deprived#neurons,# this# increase#was#not# significant# (Fig.# 3.14a,b).# I# next# looked# at# jitter# across# different# current#injections# to# again# to# see# if# this# might# reveal# more# conclusive# evidence# of#
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A,'Line#plot#of# jitter# times# for# individual#cells#at#single#AP#threshold.#Each# line#represents#the#jitter#across#three#trials#in#a#cell#where#a#single#AP#was#elicited,#with# control# in# black,# and# deprived# in# red.#B,# Mean# jitter# at# different# current#injections# in#control# (black)#and#deprived#(red)#neurons.#Mean# jitter# for#single#AP:#control,#5#±#1#ms;#deprived,#7#±#1#ms;#p#=#0.197,#n#=#26#control#cells#and#14#deprived#cells;#at#150#pA:#control,#4#±#2#ms;#deprived,#1#±#0.1#ms;#p#=#0.067,#n#=#6#control#cells,#n#=#4#deprived#cells;#at#200#pA:#control,#3#±#1#ms;#deprived,#1#±#0.2#ms;#p#=#0.412,#n#=#7#control#cells,#4#deprived#cells.#All#p#values#were#determined#using# a# MannQWhitney# rank# sum.# C,# Normalised# jitter# value# at# each# current#injection# demonstrating# relationship# between# injected# current# and# jitter# in#control#(black)#and#deprived#(red)#conditions.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.##
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#
Table'3.2'Animal'numbers' for' each'experiment'and' condition' in'
Chapter'3'# Number#of#animals#
# Control#(Time/hours)# Deprived#(Time/hours)#Experiment# 24# 48# 72# 24# 48# 72#Fixed#AIS#staining# 4# 3# 2# 2# 3# 3#Electrophysiology# 13# 7#Electrophysiology#(with#synaptic#blockers)# #7# #5##
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Summary'#In# this# chapter# I# have# described# two# types# of# intrinsic# plasticity# observed# in#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons#following#monocular#enucleation.#First,#I#described#a# structural# change# to# the# AIS,# where# following# deprivation# this# structure#underwent# a# decrease# in# length.# Secondly,# I# looked# at# functional#measures# of#excitability#and#found#that#following#deprivation,#these#measures#changed#such#that# cells# were#more# excitable.# There#was# a#mismatch# in# these# two# observed#forms# of# plasticity,# since# previous# studies# into# AIS# plasticity# suggest# that# a#decrease# in# length# would# translate# to# a# decrease# in# excitability# (Grubb# and#Burrone,# 2010;# Kuba# et# al.,# 2010).# I# then# go# on# to# address# this# mismatch# by#relating# the# length#of#AIS# in#an# individual#neuron# to# that#neuron’s# excitability,#and# find# that# in# this#present# study# there# is#no#direct# relationship#between# the#AIS# and# the#neuronal# excitability# either#under# control# conditions,# or# following#deprivation.#There#are#several#potential#explanations#for#this#mismatch.#Firstly,#I#was#not#successfully#able#to#label#sodium#channels#at#the#AIS,#and#thus,#am#not#able# to# confirm# that# the# shortening# of# the# AIS# seen# using# the# AnkG# label#corresponds#to#a#decrease#in#sodium#channels#at#the#AIS.#Therefore,#it#is#possible#that# despite# the# decreased# AnkG# label# there# has# not# been# a# change# in# the#number#of#sodium#channels#at#this#location,#and#thus,#the#changes#to#AnkG#may#not# reflect# any# functional# change# in# excitability.# The# increase# in# excitability#observed# at# 48# hours# post# deprivation# corroborates# with# previous# work# by#Desai#et#al# (1999),#who# find# the# same#result# in# cultured#visual# cortex#neurons#treated# for# two# days# with# TTX# to# abolish# activity.# They# found# that# this# TTX#treatment#led#to#an#increase#in#the#amplitude#of#sodium#currents,#likely#caused#by#a#change# in#channel#density.#This#would# if#anything,#predict# that#AIS# length#should# be# longer# than# control.# However,# it# is# possible# that# in# the# present#experiments,# deprivation# has# caused# changes# to# the# voltageQdependence# and#kinetics#of#sodium#channels#at#the#AIS,#rather#than#density.#However,#I#also#did#not# observe# any# differences# in# AP# waveforms# between# control# and# deprived#conditions,# or# spike# timing# and# precision.# These# are# all# factors# that# are#influenced# by# sodium# currents.# Thus,# it# is# also# possible# that# in# the# present#preparation,# deprivation# does# not# alter# sodium# channel# currents,# but# rather#
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alters# a# different# current# instead,# such# as# potassium,# and# that# this# current# is#responsible#for#the#increase#in#excitability.###
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Chapter' 4:' Interactions' between' homeostatic'
mechanisms'in'individual'layer'2/3'pyramidal'neurons##
Introduction'#In# the# previous# chapter# I# have# shown# that# following# deprivation,# excitatory#neurons# in# layer# 2/3# of# the# monocular# visual# cortex# undergo# an# increase# in#intrinsic# excitability.# Whether# or# not# this# intrinsic# plasticity# is# occurring#alongside# other# forms# of# homeostatic# plasticity,# such# as# synaptic# scaling# or#changes# to# the#EI#balance#was#not#addressed,#however.# It#has#previously#been#shown#that#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons#are#able#to#undergo#multiple#forms#of#plasticity#(Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008),#depending#on#the#form#of#deprivation.#This#work#has#always#addressed#plasticity#on#a#population# level,# and#does#not#reveal# if# individual# neurons# are# undergoing# multiple# forms# of# plasticity,# or,#whether#subpopulations#of#neurons#are#undergoing#separate#forms#of#plasticity.#Moreover,#recent#work#has#shown#that,#in#the#adult,#following#deprivation#there#is# a# recovery# of# a# subset# of# pyramidal# neurons# after# the# initial# decrease# in#activity.#This#recovery#occurs#in#just#over#half#of#neurons#that#were#active#before#deprivation,#while#the#remainder#of#neurons#stay#silent#and#do#not#contribute#to#overall#activity#following#deprivation#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#In#this#study,#in#the#adult,#recovery#was#aided#by#subnetwork#interactions#in#addition#to#homeostatic#plasticity#mechanisms.#While#a#shift#in#the#E/I#balance,#caused#by#a#reduction#in#inhibition,#was#seen#across#all#neurons,#whether#a#cell#recovered#its#activity#or#not#was#dependent#on# its# local#network#correlations.#During#development# it# is#unclear# if# the# same# lack# of# specificity# of# homeostatic# mechanisms# exists.#Previous# work# in# juvenile# rats# has# shown# that# in# response# to# eyelid# suture,#changes# in# mEPSC# amplitude# correlate# with# changes# to# in) vivo# firing# rate# of#neurons#indicating#this#to#be#the#potential#mechanism#of#recovery#(Hengen#et#al.,#2013).#However,#as#the#two#measures#were#recorded#from#separate#populations#of# neurons# there# is# no# way# to# directly# determine# how# an# individual# cell# is#responding#to#deprivation.##
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Recovery#of#activity#has#been#demonstrated#using#a#variety#of#techniques.#Some#studies#have#used#microelectrode#recordings#to#monitor#neuronal#firing#activity#(Chino#et#al.,#1995;#DarianQSmith#and#Gilbert,#1995;#Giannikopoulos#and#Eysel,#2006;# Hengen# et# al.,# 2013).# Improvements# to# the# performance# of# calcium#indicators#have#enabled#the#use#of#genetically#encoded#calcium#indicators,#such#as#GCAMP,#to#measure#intracellular#levels#of#calcium#chronically#across#several#days# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;# Keck# et# al.,# 2013).# Other# studies# have# used# the#expression#of#activityQregulated#genes,#such#the#early#immediate#genes#c/Fos#and#
zif/268# as# indicators#of#neuronal#activity# (Arckens#et#al.,#2000;#Hu#et#al.,#2009;#Zhang# et# al.,# 1995).# In# particular,# the# expression# of# cQFos# is# particularly#favourable# thanks# to# its# rapid# halfQlife# kinetics# for# both# protein# and# mRNA#expression,# low#levels#of#basal#expression,#and,#broad#dynamic#range#of#mRNA#and#protein#expression.#The#expression#of#cQFos#is#known#to#peak#within#an#hour#of# increased#neuronal# firing,# and# following# this,# expression# levels#decline#over#the# subsequent# 4# hours# (Sagar# et# al.,# 1988;# Yassin# et# al.,# 2010).# Recently,# we#(Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a)# demonstrated# that# postQhoc# immunolabelling# of# cQFos#could# be# used# as# a# reliable# indicator# of# a# neurons# in) vivo# activity# status.#Reconstructing#regions#of#the#visual#cortex#that#had#been#imaged#previously# in)
vivo,#cQFos#labelling#of#neurons#was#able#to#be#matched#to#the#same#neurons’#in)
vivo# activity,#measured#via#changes# in# fluorescence#of#GCAMP5.#We# found# that#all#cQFos#labelled#cells#had#been#active#in)vivo,#and,#that#only#a#small#fraction#of#cells# that# had#been# active# in)vivo#were#not# labelled#with# cQFos# in# the#postQhoc#preparation.# Furthermore,# these# false# negative# cells# were# shown# to# have# low#levels#of#GCAMP5#activity#during#the#in)vivo#recordings.#Thus,#the#presence#of#cQFos# labelling# in# slice#preparations#may#be#a#useful# tool# to#determine#a# cells# in)
vivo# activity# status.# In# this# chapter,# I# shall# use# this# approach# in# attempt# to#address#two#issues#raised#by#recent#work:#first,#I#shall#examine#whether#or#not#individual# neurons# are# engaging# in# multiple# mechanisms# of# homeostatic#plasticity,#and#secondly,# I# shall#determine#whether# there#are#differences# in# the#homeostatic# mechanisms# employed# by# active# and# inactive# neurons# in# the#developing#rodent,#following#deprivation.#
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)There#is#an#extensive#literature#showing#that#following#the#loss#of#input#there#is#a# rapid# decrease# in# activity# levels# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;# Calford# et# al.,# 2000;#DarianQSmith# and#Gilbert,# 1995,# 1995;#Hengen# et# al.,# 2013;# Keck# et# al.,# 2013).#Studies#have#also#shown#that#in#the#following#hours#and#days#there#is#a#recovery#of# this# reduced# activity# (Barnes# et# al.,# 2015a;#Hengen# et# al.,# 2013;# Keck# et# al.,#2013).# Recently,# Barnes# et# al.,# showed# that# antibody# labelling# of# the# early#immediate#gene#cQFos#could#reliably#report#the#in)vivo#status#of#a#cell#after#acute#slices# had# been# prepared# for# electrophysiology# (Fig.# 4.2).# All# cells# that# were#labelled# positively# with# cQFos# antibody# showed# in) vivo# activity,# and# only# a#minority# of# cells# not# positively# labelled# for# cQFos# showed# in) vivo# activity# (Fig.#4.2aQc).#Moreover,#these#active#but#not#cQFos#labelled#cells#showed#significantly#lower# levels# of# in) vivo# activity# than# positively# cQFos# labelled# cells# (Fig.# 4.2d).#Thus,#I#used#this#approach#to#first#check#how#the#present#deprivation#paradigm#affected#the#levels#of#active#and#inactive#neurons#in#juvenile#mice.#The#density#of#cQFos#positive#cells#did#not#vary#across#the#three#ages#used#in#control#(Fig.#4.3b),#thus,# for#comparison#to#deprived#conditions#all# three#control# time#points#were#pooled#to#create#one#control#group.#At#24#hours#post#deprivation,#the#density#of#cQFos#positive#cells#was#significantly#decreased#compared#to#control.#By#48#and#72# hours# post# deprivation,# cQFos# density# levels#were# in# line#with# control# (Fig.#4.3a,c).#These#results,#in#juvenile#mice,#fall#in#line#with#activity#levels#reported#in)
vivo) in# adult# mice# following# the# same# monocular# enucleation# deprivation#paradigm#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#This#is#in#contrast,#however,#to#previous#reports#of#activity# levels# in# juvenile#rats# following#deprivation#by#Hengen#et#al.,(2015),#who# do# not# report# a# decrease# in# activity# until# 48# hours# post# deprivation.#However,# this# difference# is# likely# due# to# the# differing# method# of# deprivation#used.#Of#cells#that#were#patched#and#then#postQhoc#stained#for#cQFos,#there#was#no# statistical# difference# between# proportions# of# cQFos# positive# cells# in# control#and# deprived# conditions.# However,# fewer# cQFos# positive# cells#were# seen# at# 24#hours#post#deprivation#than#any#other#time#point#(Fig.#4.3d).#
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#
Figure'4.2'cHFos'reliably'labels'neurons'that'were'active'in!vivo'These# figures#are# taken,#with#permission,# from#Barnes#et#al.,# (2015).#Work# for#these# data#was# carried# out# by# Samuel# Barnes,# Tara# Keck,# Georg# Keller,# David#Elliott#and#myself.##
A,#Example# images#of# two#neurons,#one#positively# labelled#with#cQFos#and#one#showing# no# cQFos# immunoreactivity.# Left,# raw# GCAMP# signal# showing# cells# in)
vivo.# Second# left,# boosted# GFP# signal# from# slice# after# ex) vivo# reconstruction.#Third#left,#cQFos#immunoreactivity.#Right,#merge#of#GFP#and#cQFos#labelling.#B,#In)





A,# Example# image# of# cQFos# stain# in# a# cortical# slice.# B,'Mean# cQFos# density# in#control# cells# at# the# three# ages# used# in# the# time# course# of# study,# p# =# 0.093,#KruskalQWallis#ANOVA#on#ranks.#C,#Mean#cQFos#density#in#control#(black)#and#at#24,# 48# and# 72# hours# following# deprivation# (red).# KruskalQWallis# ANOVA# on#ranks,#with#Dunn’s#post#hoc#test#compared#to#control#(24hr)#p#=#0.023;#(48hr)#p#=#0.999;#(72hr)#p#=#0.999;#control#=#14#slices;#24hr#=#6#slices;#48hr#=#12#slices;#72hr# =# 4# slices.# #D,# Proportion# of# cells# in# electrophysiology# experiments# that#stained#positive#for#cQFos,#in#control#and#deprived.#Control,#n#=#27#cells;#deprived#(24hr)#n#=#11#cells,#(48hr)#n#=#13#cells,#(72hr)#n#=#8#cells.#*p#<#0.05.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
'
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A,# Scatter#plot#of#mPSC# frequency#and#AIS# length;#p#=#0.038,# Spearman’s# rank#order#correlation.#B,#Scatter#plot#of#mPSC#amplitude#and#AIS#length;#p#=#0.044,#Spearman’s#rank#order#correlation.#Correlations#are# fitted#with#a# least#squares#regression#line.#*p#<#0.05.###
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tend# to# have# shorter# AISs.# This# indicates# that# there# may# be# an# indirect#relationship#linking#AIS#length#to#excitability,#involving#synaptic#input.##
Under) control) conditions,) c/Fos) positive) and) negative) neurons) are) not)
distinguishable) from) each) other,) based) on) the) synaptic) or) intrinsic) properties)












A,#Spine#density:#cQFos#negative#1.1#±#0.08#spines#per#µm;#cQFos#positive,#1.1#±#0.07#spines#per#µm,#p#=#0.469,#tQtest.#B,'Spine#size:#cQFos#negative,#24#±#3#AU;#cQFos# positive,# 28# ±# 2# AU;# p# =# 0.331,# tQtest.# Blue# box# and# lines# indicate#mean# ±#s.e.m.#C,# Example# stretches# of# dendrite# from# a# cQFos# negative# (left)# and# cQFos#positive#(right)#neuron.##
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A,#Current#action#potential#threshold#in#cQFos#negative,#106#±#19#pA,#and#cQFos#positive# neurons,# 107# ±# 6# pA;# p# =# 0.905,# tQtest.# B,' Current# density# in# cQFos#negative,#0.27#±#0.03#pApFQ1,#and#cQFos#positive#neurons,#0.27#±#0.2#pApFQ1;#p#=#0.939,#tQtest.#C,#Action#potential#voltage#threshold#in#cQFos#negative,#Q37#±#2#mV,#and# cQFos# positive# neurons,# Q37# ±# 1#mV;# p# =# 0.589,#MannQWhitney# rank# sum.#Blue# box# and# lines# indicates# mean# ±# s.e.m.# Each# point# indicates# one# cQFos#negative# (open# circles)# or# cQFos# positive# (closed# circles)# neuron.# N# =# 9# cQFos#negative#cells,#and#18#cQFos#positive#cells.###
#
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There#are#several#potential#reasons#for#the#differences#between#my#observations#and#those#of#Yassin#et#al.,#including#recordings#being#taken#from#different#brains#areas,#and#at#different#developmental#ages.#Overall,# in# the#current#study#under#control#conditions,#the#synaptic#and#intrinsic#properties#of#putatively#active#and#inactive# neurons# are# indistinguishable# from# one# another,# based# on# the#expression#of#cQFos.##




Figure' 4.9' Following' deprivation,' there' is' no' change' in' intrinsic'
excitability'across'a'72'hour'time'course.'
'







A,' Mean# mPSC# frequency# in# control# and# following# deprivation;# p# =# 0.871,#KruskalQWallis#oneQway#ANOVA#on#ranks.#B,#Mean#mSPC#amplitude;#p#=#0.642,#oneQway#ANOVA.#C,#Mean#spine#density#in#control#and#following#deprivation;#p#=#0.686,#oneQway#ANOVA.#D,#Mean#spine#size#(measured#as#a#proxy)#in#control#and#following#deprivation;#p#=#0.137,# oneQway#ANOVA#Circles# represent# individual#cell#values.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
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mEPSCs#are#unaffected,#while#mIPSCs#undergo#a#decrease#in#frequency#(Barnes#et#al,#2015a).#Thus,#to#examine#the#purely#excitatory#component,#I#also#looked#at#how#measures#for#spine#density#and#size#might#be#altered#by#deprivation,#since#dendritic# spines# are# the# structural# site# of# excitatory# synapses.# Although# there#were# trends# towards#decrease#spine#density#at#24#hours#post#deprivation,#and#increased# spine# size# at# 24# and# 48# hours# post# deprivation,# no# significant#differences#were#observed#between#control#and#any#post#deprivation#time#point#for#either#measure#(Fig.#4.10c,d).##
Deprivation) alters) the) relationship) between) intrinsic) excitability) and) synaptic)
input)












Figure' 4.12' Following' deprivation' AIS' length' no' longer' correlates' with'
measures'of'excitatory'synaptic'input.'
'

















A,#Scatter#plot#of#mPSC#amplitude#and#current#density#(as#in#Fig.#4.11b)#coloured#to#distinguish#cQFos#positive#and#negative#cells.##B,#Mean#current#density#in#cQFos#negative#(open#red#bar)#and#cQFos#positive#(solid#red#bar)#after#deprivation;#p#=#0.044,#MannQWhitney#rank#sum.#C,#Mean#rheobase# in#cQFos#negative#and#cQFos#positive#cells#after#deprivation;#p#=#0.007,#MannQWhitney# rank#sum.# *p#<#0.05,#**p#<#0.01,#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.'##
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#However,#one#caveat#to#the#present#study#is#that#of#the#cQFos#negative#neurons#observed#following#deprivation,#it#is#impossible#to#tell#whether#or#not#these#cells#were# in# fact# active# before# deprivation# and# have# fallen# silent,# or#whether# they#were#already#silent#before#deprivation.#Thus,#the#plasticity#observed#may#also#be#a# mechanism# of# recruiting# new# cells,# that# were# previously# inactive,# into# the#reorganising# circuit.# Furthermore,# rather# than# inactive# cells# undergoing#plasticity# to#become#more#excitable,# it#may#be# that#active#cells#are#undergoing#plasticity# to# become# less# excitable.# One# way# to# address# the# potential#involvement#of#cQFos#negative#cells#in#engaging#in#homeostatic#plasticity#to#drive#the#recovery#of#activity,#in#the#present#data,#is#to#examine#the#timeQcourse#of#the#observed#intrinsic#plasticity# in#these#cells.#Following#deprivation,#cQFos#density#is#reduced#at#24#hours,#but#by#48#hours#remains#in#line#with#control#levels.#Thus,#recovery# of# activity# appears# to# occur# over# the# first# 48# hours# following#deprivation.#If#recruitment#or#recovery#of#cQFos#negative#cells#is#responsible#for#aiding# this# recovery,# then# we# might# expect# to# see# an# initial# increase# in#excitability# of# cQFos# negative# cells# at# 24# hours.# As# these# cells# become# more#excitable#and#potentially#recruit#or#recover#they#will#become#active#and#thus#cQFos# positive.# Thus,# at# later# stages# following# deprivation# when# recovery# of#activity#has#now#occurred#(48Q72#hours#postQdeprivation),#the#cells#that#remain#cQFos#negative# at# this# later# stage#might#not# show#any#difference# in# excitability#compared#to#cQFos#positive#cells,#since#they#are#not#being#recruited#for#recovery.#Thus,# I# sought# to# examine# how# levels# of# excitability# across# cQFos# positive# and#negative# cells# changed# across# the# postQdeprivation# time# course.# Splitting# each#time#point# into# cQFos#positive#and#negative# results# in# low#numbers#of# cells# for#comparison,# however.# Thus,# since# density# of# cQFos# positive# neurons# has#returned# to#control# levels#by#48#hour#postQdeprivation#(Fig.#4.3c)#and#remains#steady#at#72#hours#postQdeprivation,#I#combined#these#two#time#points#to#create#a#delayed#response#(48Q72#hr),#which#can#be#compared#to#the#initial#response#at#24#hours#postQdeprivation.#I#then#also#compare#these#changes#to#control#cells#to#determine#whether#it#is#the#active#or#inactive#cells#that#are#undergoing#plasticity.#Examining#the#rheobase#value,#there#was#a#significant#reduction#in#the#rheobase#values#of# cQFos#negative# cells# at#24#hours#postQdeprivation,# compared# to# cQFos#positive#neurons#at#this#time#point#(Fig.#4.15a).#This#difference#was#not#seen#at#
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'In#the#present#chapter,#I#have#described#both#synaptic#and#intrinsic#responses#of#layer# 2/3# pyramidal# neurons# to#monocular# enucleation.# Measures# of# intrinsic#excitability# and# synaptic# properties# in# individual# neurons# revealed# that,# in#control#conditions,#there#is#a#relationship#between#how#much#putative#synaptic#input# a# cell# receives# and# how#much# current# is# needed# to# excite# the# cell.# Cells#receiving#greater#synaptic#input#require#more#current#to#elicit#AP#firing.#To#the#best# of# my# knowledge,# this# is# the# first# time# that# this# relationship# has# been#demonstrated#in#individual#cells#in#a#mammalian#system.#While#previous#study#has# shown# that# active# cells# receive# more# excitatory# drive,# and# show# reduced#excitability# (Yassin# et# al.,# 2010),# in# the# present# experiments,# I# do# not# find#differences# in# synaptic# or# intrinsic# properties# of# putatively# active# and# inactive#neurons.#This#could#be#due#to#differences#in#the#labelling#methods#of#cQFos,#while#here#I#used#postQhoc#antibody#labelling,#Yassin#et#al.,#use#a#transgenic#mouse#line#to# label# cQFos# expressing# cells.# It# is# possible# that# there# are# differences# in# the#sensitivity#of#cQFos#detection#between#the#two#techniques.#Differences#could#also#arise#from#study#of#different#brain#regions,#and#different#developmental#ages#of#study.##In#contrast#to#previous#studies#(Maffei#&#Turrigiano,#2008;#Maffei#et#al.,#2004),#I#did# not# find# alterations# to# the# synaptic# input#measured# following# deprivation.##Additionally,# the# current# data# does# not# provide# information# on# the# levels# of#inhibition#received#by#the#recorded#neurons,#thus#preventing#examination#of#the#E/I# ratio# in# these#cells.#Furthermore,# the#use#of#mPSCs#as#a#proxy# for#synaptic#number# and# strength# should#be#used# cautiously# since# the# roles#of#presynaptic#factors#such#as#release#probability#and#vesicle#filling#are#unknown#in#the#present#experiments# and# alterations# to# these# factors# are# also# likely# to# influence#mPSC#parameters.# While# no# overall# changes# are# observed# when# comparing# distinct#synaptic# and# intrinsic# factors# in# control# versus# deprived,# there# are# significant#alterations# to# the# relationships# between# the# synaptic# and# intrinsic# factors#measured.# Following#deprivation,# cells#with#putatively# stronger# inputs# (higher#
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'In# the# field# of# homeostatic# plasticity,# there# has# been# extensive# work# into# the#mechanisms# occurring# in# excitatory# neurons.# Much# less# is# known# about#homeostatic# plasticity# occurring# within# GABAergic# inhibitory# neurons.# In#particular,#the#regular#spiking#population#of# inhibitory#neurons#remain#far# less#studied# than# the# proportionally# larger# group# of# fastQspiking,# parvalbumin#expressing#interneurons.#Recently#however,# it#has#been#shown#that#a#subset#of#regular#spiking#GAD65QGFP#inhibitory#neurons#carry#dendritic#spines,#and#that,#following#deprivation,#these#dendrites#undergo#structural#remodelling#(Keck#et#al.,#2011).#Whether#or#not#this#is#the#only#form#of#plasticity#expressed#by#these#neurons# remains# unclear.# Thus,# in# this# chapter# of# work,# I# examine# whether#GAD65QGFP# inhibitory# neurons# undergo# other# forms# of# plasticity# following#activity#deprivation.##In# this# chapter,# I# shall# examine# two# forms# of# plasticity# in# the# regular# spiking#population#of#layer#2/3#inhibitory#neurons.#I#shall#first#determine#whether#these#neurons#undergo#AIS#plasticity.#Earlier#in#this#thesis,#I#examined#AIS#plasticity#in#layer#2/3#pyramidal#neurons,#and#found#a#mismatch#between#the#structural#and#functional# changes# observed.# I# shall# examine# if# the# GAD65QGFP# inhibitory#neurons#also#show#this#mismatch#between#structure#and#function,#or#whether#in#these#neurons,#the#AIS#might#be#more#reflective#of# intrinsic#excitability.#Thus,#I#shall#also#explore#the#functional#consequences#that#deprivation#may#have#on#the#excitability#of#the#regular#spiking#inhibitory#neurons.#Little# is#known#about#the#AIS#of#inhibitory#neurons#and#only#a#single#study#has#described#AIS#plasticity#in#inhibitory# neurons# (Chand# et# al.,# 2015).# This# study# examined# dopaminergic#neurons# in# dissociated# cultures# of# the# olfactory# bulb,# and# observed# both#lengthening# and# a# proximal# relocation# of# the# AIS# in# response# to# chronic#
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'To#examine#plasticity#in#cortical#GABAergic#neurons,#I#used#a#transgenic#mouse#line,#GAD65QGFP,#where#a#subset#of#regular#spiking#inhibitory#neurons#express#GFP# under# the# GAD65# promoter.# Plasticity# was# induced# during# the# critical#period#(for#full#details#see#methods,#enucleation#or#control#anaesthesia#occurred#at#p23)#via#monocular#enucleation.#Animals#were#sacrificed#at#three#time#points#(24,#48#and#72#hours)#following#deprivation#and#brains#were#removed#and#fixed#in#1%#PFA#overnight.#Coronal# slices# containing# the#monocular#visual# cortex#of#the# contralateral# hemisphere# to# enucleation# were# taken# and# immunostained#with#an#antibody#against#AnkG#to#label#the#AIS.#Since#this#study#was#performed#during#the#critical#period,#and#there#has#been#evidence#that#AIS#length#is#altered#during#development#(Gutzmann#et#al.,#2014),#I#first#checked#to#see#if#the#length#and#position#of#the#AIS#in#GAD65QGFP#neurons#varied#across#the#three#ages#used#in#the#time#course#of#this#study.#Thus,#I#compared#the#length#and#position#of#the#AIS#in#control#conditions#at#24,#48#and#72#hours#after#control#anaesthesia#to#see#if#developmental#age#had#any#effect#on#the#AIS.#Both#length#and#starting#position#were#consistent#across#the#three#different#ages#used#as#24,#48#and#72#hour#time#points#(Fig.#5.1a).#Thus,#data# from#the#three#time#points#were#pooled#to#create#one# control# group# for# subsequent# comparisons# with# the# deprived# condition.#There#was#no#correlation#between#the#length#of#the#AIS#and#its#starting#position#along#the#axon#(Fig.#5.1b).##
Following)deprivation)AIS)length)but)not)position)of)the)AIS)in)GAD65/GFP)neurons)




Figure' 5.1' The' AIS' of' GAD65HGFP' neurons' does' not' alter' over' the'
developmental'time'course'of'this'study.''#







A.# AIS# length# and# position# in# GAD65QGFP# neurons# in# control# and# deprived#conditions.#Mean#start#position:#control,#4.6#±#0.9#µm;#deprived#(24#hr)#4.7#±#1#µm,#(48#hr)#6.5#±#0.8#µm,#(72#hr)#6#±#1.1#µm.#p#=#0.124,#KruskalQWallis#oneQway#ANOVA#on#ranks.#B,#Mean#AIS#length#in#control,#18.3#±#0.6#µm,#and#deprived,#(24#hr)#21.8#±#1#µm,#p#=#0.002,#(48#hr)#15.9#±#0.5#µm,#p#=#0.009,#(72#hr)#18.9#±#0.6#µm,#p#=#0.999,#KruskalQWallis#one#way#ANOVA#on#ranks,#with#Dunn’s#post#hoc#test#(versus#control).#C,#Example#images#of#GAD65QGFP#AIS#in#control#(top),#and#24#(middle)#and#48#(bottom)#hours#post#deprivation.#Blue#arrowheads#indicate#start#and#end#of#AIS.#**p#<#0.01.#Error#bars#indicate#s.e.m.#
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#Compared#to#the#AIS#plasticity#observed#in#pyramidal#neurons#across#this#same#developmental# window,# the# AIS# appears# to# be# much# more# dynamic# in# the#inhibitory# population,#with# first# lengthening# and# then# shortening# occurring# in#response#to#activity#deprivation.#This#may#reflect#either#a#different#mechanism#of#plasticity#between# inhibitory# and#excitatory#neurons,# or# it# possible# that# the#inhibitory# plasticity# observed# is# from# a# mixture# of# inhibitory# subtypes#undergoing# different# responses.# While# the# GAD65QGFP# transgenic# line# labels#regularQspiking# inhibitory# neurons,# there# are# several# different# molecular#subtypes#of#neurons#labelled#in#this#line#(LópezQBendito#et#al.,#2004).##
Deprivation)does)not)alter)the)intrinsic)excitability)of)GAD65/GFP)neurons)#To# determine# whether# these# structural# alterations# might# have# any# functional#effect# on# the#neurons# I# targeted#wholeQcell# patch# clamp# recordings# to#GAD65QGFP# positive# cells# and# recorded# measures# of# excitability# in# these# neurons.#Although# plasticity#was# observed# at# both# 24# and# 48# hours# post# deprivation,# I#decided# to# focus# on# the# 48# hour# timeQpoint# where# the# observed# plasticity#matched#what#was#first#observed#in#pyramidal#neurons#at#the#same#time.#Thus,#the#effects#of#having#a#shortened#AIS#on#the#two#different#neuron#types#could#be#compared.#Acute# slices#were#prepared# from# juvenile#mice# that#had#undergone#either#enucleation#or#control#anaesthesia#48#hours#prior#(see#methods).#GAD65QGFP# neurons# in# layer# 2/3# of# the#monocular# visual# cortex#were# targeted# using#LED#fluorescence#to#identify#GFP#expressing#neurons#(Fig.#5.3a).#Somatic#current#injections# were# applied# to# determine# the# action# potential# threshold# and# to#measure#passive#membrane#properties#(Fig.#5.3).# In#contrast#to#what#was#seen#in# excitatory# neurons,# the# GAD65QGFP# inhibitory# neurons# did# not# show# an#increase# in# excitability# at# 48# hours# post# deprivation.# Although# there# was# an#increase# in# input# resistance# (Fig.# 5.3c),# this# did# not# translate# to# increase#excitability# via# rheobase# (current# necessary# to# elicit# a# single# AP;# Fig.# 5.3d)# or#current#density#measure#(Fig.#5.3e).#Furthermore,#AP#voltage#threshold#and#AP#height#were#not#different# in#deprived#neurons#compared# to# control.#Maximum#rate# of# rise# (dV/dt)# was# not# different# in# the# two# conditions,# and# neither# was#membrane#time#constant#(Table#5.1).##
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##
Figure' 5.3' Intrinsic' excitability' does' not' change' in' GAD65HGFP' neurons'
after'monocular'deprivation.''#




#There#was#a#significant#decrease#in#membrane#capacitance,#in#deprived#neurons,#(Fig.# 5.3e),# which# is# a# potential# cause# for# the# increased# input# resistance.#Unfortunately,# recovery# of# the# GAD65QGFP# neurons# that# were# recorded# from#was#often#unsuccessful,#with#the#process#of#removing#the#pipette#disrupting#the#membrane#enough#to#cause#loss#of#GFP.#Of#all#the#GAD65QGFP#neurons#recorded,#only# 3# were# successfully# recovered.# Therefore,# analysis# of# structural# and#functional#data#from#individual#neurons#was#not#possible.##
Heterogeneity)within)the)GAD65/GFP)population##One# observation# made# during# electrophysiological# recordings# was# that,#although# all# regular# spiking# neurons,# there# was# significant# variation# in# the#spiking#patterns#of#different#GAD65QGFP#neurons#(Fig.#5.4).#It#is#known#that#the#GAD65QGFP# transgenic# line# labels# several# different# molecular# subclasses# of#inhibitory# neurons,# including# VIP,# NPY# and# somatostatin# expressing# neurons#(Keck# et# al.,# 2011;# LópezQBendito# et# al.,# 2004;# Wierenga# et# al.,# 2010).# With#different#preQ#and#postQsynaptic#partners,#and#different#subcellular# targets# it# is#entirely# plausible# that# different# subgroups# of# GAD65QGFP# inhibitory# neurons#undergo# varying# degrees# and# mechanisms# of# plasticity# following# activity#deprivation.# Given# the# high# degree# of# plasticity# seen# in# AIS# lengths# across# 72#hours# after# deprivation,# I# decided# to# look# at# a# single#molecular# population# of#GAD65QGFP#neurons#to#see#if#their#plasticity#followed#that#of#the#general#GAD65QGFP# population.# The# subset# of# spiny# neurons# previously# shown# to# undergo#synaptic# plasticity# after# activity# deprivation# is# known# to# express# the#neuropeptide# Y# (NPY)# (Keck# et# al.,# 2011).# Therefore# I# chose# to# examine# this#subgroup# of# the# GAD65QGFP# population# in#more# depth,# to# determine#whether#they#also#undergo#AIS#plasticity.##











B,#Proportion#of#NPY#positive#neurons#with#dendritic#spines.#C,#Example#images#of# an# NPY# positive# (top# row)# and# an# NPY# negative# (bottom# row)# GAD65QGFP#neuron.#
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#The#fraction#of#NPY#positive#neurons#was#similar#following#deprivation#(40%),#and#here#88%#of#NPY#expressing#neurons#also#carried#dendritic#spines#(n#=#106#cells,# 9# animals).# I# first# looked# to# identify# any# NPYQsubtype# specific#characteristics#within#the#control#GAD65QGFP#expressing#group#of#neurons.#NPY#positive# neurons# had# a# significantly# more# proximal# AIS# compared# to# NPY#negative#neurons#(Fig.#5.6aQc).#Meanwhile,# the#overall#AIS# length#did#not#differ#between# NPY# positive# and# NPY# negative# GAD65QGFP# neurons.# Although# no#difference# in# length,# the#more# proximal# start# position# indicates# that# there# are#subtypeQspecific# features# to# the#AIS,#which#may#affect# results#when#pooling#all#subgroups#together.##Now# that# the#specific# characteristics#of# the#AIS# in# the#NPY#subgroup#had#been#defined,#the#effect#of#deprivation#on#these#neurons#was#examined.#The#first#time#point# after# deprivation,# 24# hours,# suffered# from# low# numbers# of# both# NPY#positive#and#negative# cells,# and# thus,#despite# seeing#a# significantly#more#distal#start#position#in#NPY#positive#neurons#at#this#timeQpoint#(Fig.#5.7a,b),#compared#to#the#control#NPY#positive#neurons,# this#result#should#be#treated#with#caution#since# this# data# is# quite# variable.# Despite# this,# at# 48# hours# there# is# a# trend#towards#a#more#distally#located#AIS.#At#72#hours#postQdeprivation#AIS#position#is#comparable# to# control# once# again# (Fig.# 5.7b).# Thus,# these# results# suggest# that#there#may#be#an#initial#AIS#relocation,#which#then#reverses#over#a#period#of#48Q72# hours# following# deprivation.# AIS# length# in# the# NPY# positive# GAD65QGFP#neurons# does# not# differ# from# control# NPY# positive# neurons# at# any# time# point#following# deprivation.# This# contrasts# with# early# examination# of# the# general#GAD65QGFP#population,#where# a#decrease# in# length#was#observed# at# 48#hours#postQdeprivation# (Fig.# 5.2a,b).# Looking# at# the# nonQNPY# GAD65QGFP# neurons#however,#these#still#show#a#decrease#in#AIS#length#at#this#timeQpoint,#compared#to#the#nonQNPY#controls#(Fig.#5.8a).#While#there#is#a#trend#towards#a#longer#AIS#in#the#NPY#negative#neurons#at#24#hours#postQdeprivation,#as#seen#in#the#general#population,#this#is#not#statistically#significant.#Similar#to#NPY#positive#neurons,#at#72#hours#postQdeprivation,#NPY#negative#neurons#do#not#differ#in#AIS#position#or#length#from#controls.#It#is#possible#that#within#the#population#of#nonQNPY##
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Figure' 5.8' Deprivation' causes' a' decrease' in' AIS' length' in' nonHNPY'
expressing'GAD65HGFP'neurons.'#
A,# AIS# length# and# position# in# control# and# following# 24,# 48# and# 72# hours#deprivation# in#nonQNPY#expressing#GAD65QGFP# inhibitory#neurons.#Mean#start#position#in#control,#6.7#±#1.4#µm,#and#deprived#(24#hr)#4.1#±#2.2#µm,#(48#hr)#8.5#±#1.2#µm,#(72#hr)#8#±#2#µm,#p#=#0.430#KruskalQWallis#ANOVA.#Mean#AIS#length#in#control,#18.3#±#0.8#µm,#and#deprived#(24#hr)#22.5#±#0.9#µm,#p#=#0.712,# (48#hr)#15.9#±#0.5#µm,#p#=#0.025,#(72#hr)#18.9#±#0.6#µm,#p#=#0.999,#KruskalQWallis#oneQway#ANOVA#with#Dunn’s#post#hoc#test,#control#versus#enucleated.#B,#Histogram#showing# distribution# of# AIS# lengths# in# NPY# negative# GAD65QGPF# neurons# in#control# (black),# and# at# 48# hours# postQdeprivation# (red).# Error# bars# indicate#s.e.m.#
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'In# this# thesis,# I# have# explored# mechanisms# of# homeostatic# plasticity,# in# both#excitatory# and# inhibitory# neurons# in# layers# 2/3# of# the# mouse# visual# cortex.#Despite# heterogeneity# hindering#work# in# inhibitory# neurons,# a# number# of# key#findings#were#made#exploring#plasticity#in#pyramidal#neurons.#The#aims#of#this#thesis#were#first,#to#address#AIS#plasticity#within#the#visual#cortex,#and#secondly#to#address# the#employment#and# interactions#of#multiple#homeostatic#plasticity#mechanisms.#While#AIS#plasticity#was#observed,#its#functional#implications#were#less# clear,# and#questions# remain# as# to# exactly#what# role# this# form#of#plasticity#might#have#in#the#regulation#of#activity# levels#following#the#loss#of# input# in#the#present# preparation.# Investigation# into# different# homeostatic# plasticity#mechanisms# in# individual# neurons# revealed# a# number# of# interesting#correlations,#both#before#and#after#the#induction#of#plasticity.##
Relationship)between)intrinsic)excitability)and)synaptic)inputs##In# Chapter# 4,# I# described# a# relationship# between# the# amount# of# estimated#synaptic# input# (mPSC# frequency# and# amplitude),# and# the# intrinsic# excitability#(current#density)#of#pyramidal#neurons#in#layer#2/3#of#the#juvenile#mouse#visual#cortex#(Fig.#6.1).#This#relationship#suggests#that#cells#receiving#greater#synaptic#input# would# require# more# current# to# elicit# an# action# potential.# While# such# a#relationship# has# been# described# before# in# the# developing# tectum# of# xenopus#tadpoles#(Pratt#and#Aizenman,#2007),#it#is#the#first#time,#to#my#knowledge,#that#this# relationship# has# been# shown# in# individual# neurons# in# the# mammalian#cortex.# Previous# work# in# mammalian# systems# has# been# suggestive# of# such# a#relationship,#for#example#Yassin#et#al.,#(2010)#find#a#subset#of#cells#with#higher#activity#show#both#more#synaptic#input#and#reduced#excitability#in#comparison#to# their# lesser# active# counterparts.# However,# it# has# not# been# directly#demonstrated# at# the# level# of# the# individual# cell.# In# the# present# work,# under#normal#control#conditions,#I#do#not#find#the#activity#status#of#a#neuron#to#have##
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Figure' 6.1' Schematic' of' the' relationship' between' synaptic' inputs' and'
intrinsic'excitability'in'control'and'deprived'conditions.'
'Control#neurons,#in#blue,#with#either#putatively#fewer#synaptic#inputs,#or#weaker#synaptic#inputs#will#have#increased#intrinsic#excitability#(top#row,#blue#neurons),#while# neurons# with# more,# or# stronger# inputs# will# have# a# reduced# intrinsic#excitability# (bottom# row,# blue# neurons).# The# activity# status# of# the# neuron# in#control#does#not#have#any#effect#on#which#of#these#scenarios#applies.#In#contrast,#following# deprivation,# neurons,# in# red,# that# are# cQFos# negative# tend# to# have#stronger#inputs,#and#a#higher#intrinsic#excitability#(top,#red#neuron).#Meanwhile,#cQFos# positive# neurons# have# weaker# synaptic# inputs# and# a# lower# intrinsic#excitability#(bottom,#red#neuron).#
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#any# relationship# to# neuronal# input# or# output.# However,# I# do# provide# a# direct#demonstration# that# in# individual# neurons# the# level# of# synaptic# input# a# cell#receives# is# inversely# associated#with# its# level# of# intrinsic# excitability.# It# is# not#known# whether# this# relationship# also# exists# in# adulthood.# However,# as# a#developmental#characteristic,# this#relationship#may#serve#as#a#way#to#maintain#stable#activity# levels#within#neurons,#during#a# time#of# intense# synaptic#growth#and#organisation.#In#the#adult#following#a#large#perturbation#in#activity,#synaptic#scaling# is# proposed#as# a#way# to# regulate# activity# (Keck# et# al.,# 2013).#However,#during# normal# developmental# conditions# there# may# be# smaller,# transient#imbalances# of# activity,# caused# by# the# dynamic# refinement# of# synapses# and#circuits#during#the#critical#period.#Altering#the#weight#of#all#of#a#cells#synapses#in#response#to#these#changes#in#activity#may#disturb#the#onQgoing#establishment#of#these# synaptic# connections,# and# as# further#new# connections# change# and# cause#potentially# more# small# imbalances,# synaptic# weights# would# need# to# change#again.#Thus,#altering#the#intrinsic#excitability#of#the#neuron#instead,#may#provide#a#more#central,#and#effective#way#to#regulate#the#activity#of# the#cell# that# is# less#disruptive#to#the#onQgoing#synaptic#organisation#that#is#taking#place#during#this#window#of#development.##Following# deprivation,# I# observed# a# number# of# different# events.# While# not#always#manifested#in#the#same#way,#it#was#apparent#that#there#were#changes#to#the# intrinsic# excitability# of# cells# following# enucleation.# In# the# first# set# of#experiments,# in# Chapter# 3,# I# observed# a# decrease# in# intrinsic# excitability#following# 2# days# of# deprivation,# consistent# with# previous# work# (Desai# et# al.,#1999;#Lambo#and#Turrigiano,#2013;#Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008).#In#the#second#set# of# experiments# (Chapter#4),# however,#when# simply# comparing# control# and#deprived# neurons,# no# change# in# excitability#was# observed# at# any# of# the# three#time#points# studied#postQdeprivation.#Breaking#deprived#neurons#down# into#cQFos# positive# and# negative,# however,# revealed# that# cQFos# negative# cells# were#more# excitable# than# the# cQFos# positive# population# of# cells.# This# divergence#between# cQFos# positive# and# negative# cells# was# a# result# of# deprivation,# as# in#control# conditions,# cells# showed# the# same# synaptic# and# intrinsic# properties#regardless#of#cQFos#presence.#One#explanation#for#the#discrepancy#in#excitability#
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results#is#that,#it#is#possible#that#the#deprived#dataset#in#the#first#set#experiments#contained# an# unusually# high# proportion# of# inactive# neurons# (cells# in# these#experiments# were# not# stained# for# cQFos),# which# would# bring# up# the# average#excitability# of# the# group# of# neurons,# or# vice# versa# in# the# second# experiments.#However,# given# that# at# 48# hours# following# deprivation,# when# the# first# set# of#experiments# was# conducted,# cQFos# levels# have# returned# to# control# levels,# this#scenario# is# perhaps# unlikely.# The# second# possibility# for# the# discrepancies#between#experiments#is#the#switching#of#lightQdark#cycles#between#the#two#sets#of# experiments.# The# intrinsic# excitability# of# neurons# has# been# shown# to# be#regulated# by# the# circadian# rhythm,# as# has# the# expression# of# numerous# genes#involved# in#neuronal# function#(Feng#et#al.,#2007;#Herzog,#2007;#LeSauter#et#al.,#2011).# Thus,# it# is# possible# that# this#may# have# played# a# role# in# the# differences#observed#between#the#two#experiments.##Despite#not#seeing#a#direct# increase# in#excitability# following#deprivation# in# the#second#series#of#experiments,#I#did#find#a#complete#reversal#of#the#relationship#between# synaptic# input# and# intrinsic# excitability.# Thus,# there#was# a# change# in#excitability#in#relation#to#the#cells’#inputs.#Cells#now#with#higher#amplitude#mPSC#events,# and# thus#putatively# stronger# synaptic# inputs,#were#now#more# likely# to#fire#APs,#as#reflected#in#their#lower#current#density,#than#cells#with#weak#inputs#(Fig.# 6.1).# Coinciding#with# this# change# in# relationship#between# synaptic# inputs#and# excitability# is# a# divergence# of# properties# between# putatively# active# and#inactive#neurons#(determined#by#presence#of#cQFos#immunoreactivity).#Inactive#neurons# become# more# excitable# than# active# cells,# and# have# increased# mPSC#amplitudes,# indicating#potentially#stronger#synapses.#These#properties#reflect#a#potential#employment#of#multiple#homeostatic#mechanisms#in#inactive#neurons#to# restore# their# activity.# While# provisional,# the# time# course# of# excitability#changes# between# cQFos# positive# and# negative# neurons# showed# the# greatest#difference# to# be# at# 24# hours# postQdeprivation,# supporting# the# idea# that# an#increase# in# excitability#might# drive# the# switch# from# inactive# to# active# in# cells,#since#cQFos#density#returns#to#baseline#at#48#hours#postQdeprivation.#However,#it#should# also# be# considered# that,# unless# accompanied# by# synaptic# changes,# any#increase#in#excitability#might#need#to#be#retained#in#order#to#maintain#elevated#activity#within#a#recovered#cell.#Owing#to#small#numbers#of#cells#in#each#group,#
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once#the#time#course#had#been#split#up#into#active#and#inactive#cells,#changes#in#synaptic# inputs# across# different# times# following# deprivation# were# not# well#resolved.#Further#experiments#to#increase#this#dataset#would#no#doubt#enhance#understanding#of#exactly#how#recovery#might#take#shape.##
Specificity)of)homeostatic)response)to)deprivation)paradigm##A#number#of#differences#were#observed#in#the#work#of#this#thesis#in#comparison#to# previous#work# in# the# field# of# homeostatic# plasticity.# Firstly,# several# studies#have#reported#synaptic#scaling#(Keck#et#al.,#2013;#Hengen#et#al.,#2013;#Desai#et#al.,# 2002;# Lambo# and# Turrigiano,# 2013)# and# alterations# to# mESPC# frequency#(Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008)# following#monocular#deprivation.# In# the#present#work,# following# deprivation# and# comparing# all# neurons# in# a# condition# (i.e.#regardless# of# activity# status)# I# saw# no# changes# to# functional# indicators# of#synaptic# input# in#my#mPSC# recordings,# and# although# these# recordings# do# not#conclusively#target#excitatory#input#alone,#using#a#structural#marker#to#address#exclusively#excitatory#input,#again#I#saw#no#change#in#dendritic#spine#density#or#size#following#deprivation,#as#has#been#previously#described#(Keck#et#al.,#2008;#Keck#et#al.,#2013).#Thus,#overall#following#deprivation#there#does#not#appear#to#be#a#general#populationQwide#alteration#to#the#synaptic#factors#measured#in#the#present#work,#contrasting#with#many#literature#reports#(Keck#et#al.,#2008;#Keck#et#al.,#2013;#Hengen#et#al.,#2013;#Desai#et#al.,#2002;#Lambo#and#Turrigiano,#2013;#Maffei# and# Turrigiano,# 2008).# Secondly,# the# timing# of# activity# reduction#following# monocular# deprivation# contrasts# with# previous# reports# of# study# in#juvenile# rodents# (Hengen# et# al.,# 2013).# While# in# the# present# study# cQFos#measurements# suggest# a# reduction# in# activity# after# 24# hours# of# monocular#deprivation,#Hengen#et#al.,#(2013)#report#pyramidal#cell#activity#to#be#reduced#at#48#hours#post#deprivation.#There#are#two#factors#that#likely#explain#the#contrast#in#results#observed#in#this#thesis,#compared#to#previous#literature;#these#are#the#age#at#which#the#study#is#carried#out,#and#the#activity#deprivation#paradigm#used#to# induce#plasticity.#Differences#between#adult#and#juvenile#studies#may#be#the#result# of# changing# inhibition# over# the# course# of# the# critical# period,# when# the#present#study#was#carried#out.#During#the#critical#period,#GABAergic#circuitry#is#still#forming#and#GABA#concentrations#are#increasing#(Huang#et#al.,#1999;#Wolff#
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et# al.,# 1984).# Thus,# the# influence# of# differential# levels# of# inhibition# at# different#stages#of#development#may#alter#the#outcome#of#synaptic#homeostatic#plasticity#between#adult#and#juvenile#animals.##Several# studies# in# juvenile# rodents# have# reported# changes# to# synaptic#homeostatic# changes# following# deprivation# (Desai# et# al.,# 2002;# Lambo# and#Turrigiano,#2013;#Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008).#While#not#all#experiments#have#been#carried#out#at#exactly#the#same#age#during#development,#minor#differences#in#the#age#of#deprivation#onset#during#the#critical#period#have#been#shown#to#not#exert#differences#on#observed#effects# (Lambo#and#Turrigiano,#2013).#However,#the#specific#deprivation#paradigm#used,#as#highlighted#by#Maffei#and#Turrigiano#(2008),#has#been#shown#to#lead#to#different#homeostatic#responses#taking#place.#This#effect# is#almost# certainly#due# to#how#different# forms#of#deprivation#affect#activity# patterns# along# the# visual# pathway.# For# example,# eyelid# suture,#commonly#used#in#monocular#deprivation#studies,#(Hengen#et#al.,#2013;#Lambo#and#Turrigiano,# 2013;#Maffei# and#Turrigiano,# 2008;#Maffei# et# al.,# 2006)# leaves#the#retina#anatomically#in#tact.#In#this#scenario,#light#is#still#able#to#pass#through#the#eyelid#and#onto#the#retina,#and#thus,#though#objects#will#not#be#defined,#the#retina#will# still# receive# low# contrast# inputs.# This# form#of# deprivation# does# not#result#in#a#complete#loss#of#activity,#but#rather,#reduces#visual#drive#and#leads#to#uncorrelated#activity#at#the#level#of#the#cortex#(Frenkel#and#Bear,#2004;#Wiesel#and# Hubel,# 1965).# In# contrast,# a# second# form# of# deprivation,# intraocular# TTX#injection# (Desai# et# al.,# 2002;# Frenkel# and# Bear,# 2004;# Maffei# and# Turrigiano,#2008),#reflects#a#more#similar#scenario#to#the#monocular#enucleation#used#in#the#present# experiments.# TTX# injection# strongly# reduces# visual# drive# onto# LGN#neurons# (Rittenhouse# et# al.,# 1999;# Stryker# and# Harris,# 1986)# by# blocking# any#retinal# discharge.# One# possible# difference# between# intraocular# injections# and#monocular#enucleation# is# the# immunological#response#that#might#be#produced.#However,# Smith# and# Trachtenberg# showed# that# pharmacological# blockage# of#retinal#transmission#and#monocular#enucleation#led#to#similar# levels#of#activity#in#the#cortex,#and#no#pronounced#injury#artefact#was#observed#more#greatly# in#one# technique# over# the# other# (Smith# and# Trachtenberg,# 2007).# Monocular#enucleation# completely# removes# all# retinal# input,# either# lightQdriven,# or#spontaneous,# while# TTX# injection# leaves# both# the# retina# and# optic# nerve#
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anatomically#in#tact.#Thus,#it#is#possible#that#following#TTX#injection,#there#may#be# some# spontaneous# release# from# the# retina,# although# this# would# not# be#enough#to#produce#an#AP#and#further#transmission#along#the#visual#pathway.#In#spite# of# this,#monocular# enucleation# has# been# reported# to# be# the#most# robust#method#for#downregulation#of#activity#dependent#genes#such#as#BDNF#and#cQFos#(Majdan# and# Shatz,# 2006;# Nys# et# al.,# 2015).# Thus,# while# TTX# injection# and#monocular#enucleation#are#similar#in#their#modes#of#action#in#reducing#activity,#there#may#be#subtle#differences#in#resultant#activity#levels#or#patterns#between#the#two#deprivation#paradigms.#Cortical#activity#is#a#dynamic#process,#influenced#by# intracortical# interactions# between# excitation# and# inhibition# (Isaacson# and#Scanziani,# 2011),# as#well# as# thalamoQcortical# communication,#which# in# turn# is#influenced# itself#by# the# timing#of# cortical#oscillatory#phases# (Briggs#and#Usrey,#2007).#Thus,#through#manipulations#that#cause#differential#changes#in#activity#at#multiple# targets# along# the# visual# pathway,# a#whole#myriad#of# activity#patterns#can# ultimately# be# produced# by# the# time# information# reaches# layer# 2/3# of# the#cortex.###But# how# might# different# afferent# activities# lead# to# different# homeostatic#responses?#First,#the#pattern#of#remaining#activity#is#likely#to#affect#exactly#how#the#neuron#responds# to# its# loss#of# input.#Following#eyelid# suture,# the#LGN#and#cortex# still# receive# inputs# from# the# occluded# eye# (Wiesel# and# Hubel,# 1965).#However,# these# inputs# are# now# illQdefined# patterns# of# light# rather# than#structured,#high#contrast#inputs.#This#decorrelated#activity#leads#to#LTD#between#LGN# and# cortical# synapses# (Heynen# et# al.,# 2003;# Rittenhouse# et# al.,# 1999).# In#contrast,# monocular# inactivation# via# TTX# injection# produces# less# decorrelated#activity,# and# thus,# does# not# promote# LTD# (Frenkel# and# Bear,# 2004).# Instead,#following# TTX# injection# thalamoQcortical# feedback# is# maintained# (Weliky# and#Katz,#1999),#producing#spontaneous,#synchronous#bursting#in#the#LGN,#and#thus,#preventing# LTD# (Linden# et# al.,# 2009).# Monocular# enucleation# therefore,# also#removing#all#retinal#input#and#decorrelated#activity,#is#also#less#likely#to#promote#LTD# in# the# cortex# (Nys#et# al.,# 2015).#Differential# engagement#of#LTD# following#activity#deprivation#will#mean#that#homeostatic#mechanisms#being#implemented#following# alternate# deprivation# paradigms# could# be# facing# different# E/I# ratios#upon# initiation.#Thus,# there#may#be#greater#need# to# implement#mechanisms# in#
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certain#cells#over#others.#For#example,#a#cell#that#has#undergone#large#amounts#of#LTD#at#glutamatergic#synapses#will#have#had#its#excitatory#drive#significantly#reduced,#compared#to#a#cell#having#undergone#little#or#no#LTD.#Thus,#a#stronger#homeostatic#response#may#be#required#to#bring#its#activity#levels#back#to#within#a#normal#range.##Further,# the# activity# occurring# postQdeprivation# will# influence# the# unmasking#and# strengthening# of# preQexisting# connections# (Eysel# et# al.,# 1999).# Another#factor# to# consider# are# the# secondary# inputs# into# the# visual# cortex.# As# well# as#visually#evoked#activity,#the#mouse#visual#cortex#also#receives#inputs#from#other#sensory#modalities#including#auditory#(Iurilli#et#al.,#2012),#motor#(Andermann#et#al.,#2011;#Ayaz#et#al.,#2013;#Keller#et#al.,#2012;#Niell#and#Stryker,#2010;#Saleem#et#al.,# 2013),# and# somatosensory# areas# (Charbonneau# et# al.,# 2012).# The# varying#contributions# of# each# of# these# inputs# to# a# cell,# as# well# as# any# unmasking# or#strengthening# that# may# occur# following# visual# deprivation# will# influence# that#cells# activity# levels,# and# may# alter# its# E/I# balance.# This# in# turn# may# have# an#impact#on#the#homeostatic#response#of#the#neuron.#For#example,#a#cell#receiving#relatively# more# input# from# another# sensory# modality# may# not# experience# as#great# a# decrease# in# activity# levels# following# visual# deprivation# than# a# cell#receiving# little# or# no# secondary# input.# Thus,# it# may# not# necessarily# need# to#engage#in#as#strong#a#homeostatic#response#than#a#cell#receiving#little#secondary#input.# Finally,# as# demonstrated# by# the# present# work,# and# that# of# others#(Aizenman# et# al.,# 2003;# Cudmore# and# Turrigiano,# 2004;# Pratt# and# Aizenman,#2007),#under#certain#conditions#intrinsic#excitability#is#associated#with,#and#can#be# regulated# by,# synaptic# input.# Thus,# during# developmental# periods# when#intrinsic# excitability# has# been# shown# to# be# plastic,# any# synaptic#modifications#undergone# following# deprivation# may# also# influence# changes# in# intrinsic#excitability.###Furthermore,#the#present#experiments#did#not#allow#for#investigation#of#the#E/I#balance,#which#has#been#described#to#alter#in#response#to#deprivation#both#in#the#adult# (Barnes#et#al.,#2015a;#Keck#et#al.,#2013)#and# juvenile#rodent#(Desai#et#al.,#2002;#Lambo#and#Turrigiano,#2013;#Maffei#and#Turrigiano,#2008).#Future#work#detailing# the# balance# between# excitation# and# inhibition# alongside# intrinsic#
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excitability# in# individual# neurons# will# provide# great# value# to# the# present#investigation,# determining# which# neurons# might# undergo# which# forms# of#homeostatic#plasticity.##
Intrinsic)plasticity)in)adult)versus)juvenile)mice##One# of# the# issues# raised# by# this# study,# is# the# ability# of# the# juvenile# system# to#undergo#changes#in#intrinsic#excitability#following#activity#deprivation.#Making#a#direct# comparison# to# work# where# the# same# activity# deprivation# paradigm,#monocular#enucleation,#is#performed#during#adulthood#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a),#I#here# find# that#either#all,#or#a#subset#of#neurons#undergo# increased#excitability,#something#that#does#not#occur#in#the#adult#animal.#Why#might#juvenile#animals#be#more#susceptible#to#this#form#of#plasticity?#One#possibility#is#that#differential#expression#of#channel#or#channel# subunit# isoforms#between# juvenile#and#adult#mice#might#alter#a#neurons#ability#to#undergo#intrinsic#excitability.#For#example,#during#early#postQnatal#life#the#composition#of#NMDA#receptors#switches#from#a#NR1/NR2B# complex,# to# a# NR1/NR2A# complex,# altering# the# kinetics# of# NMDA#currents#as#it#transitions#(Liu#et#al.,#2004).#Similarly,#AMPA#receptors#undergo#a#subunit# transition# during# early# postQnatal# life,# altering# their# permeability# to#calcium#(Kumar#et#al.,#2002).#Also#during#early#development,# there# is#a# switch#between#Nav1.2# and#Nav1.6# expression# in# the# nodes# of# Ranvier# (Kaplan# et# al.,#2001).#Two#things#might#affect#different#channel#or#receptor#isoforms#ability#to#promote# changes# in# excitability.# First,# direct# alterations# to# the# channels#conductance# could# be# variable# between# different# subunits# or# isoforms.#Alternatively,# the# second# messenger# pathways# activated# by# channels# or#receptors#of#different#compositions#might#be#different,#and#this#may#determine#whether#or#not#a#particular#plasticity#mechanism#is#triggered.####Another#possibility#for#why#intrinsic#plasticity#is#prominent#in#development#but#not#in#adulthood#might#be#that#by#the#time#a#neuron#has#reached#its#full#size#in#adulthood,# a# change# in# excitability# is# harder# to# generate# due# to# the# neuron#having# a# greater# capacitive# load.# Thus,# the# same# changes# in# conductance#may#occur# in# juvenile# and# adult# animals,# but# in# the# adult# it# does# not# result# in# a#detectable#change#in#excitability.##
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#
Recovery)of)activity##In# the# present# dataset,# the# precise# temporal# resolution# of# activity# recovery#cannot#be#assessed.#Equally,#the#precise#level#of#activity#in#individual#cells#is#not#determinable#from#this#dataset.#While#overall#density#of#cQFos#positive#neurons,#and#thus#putatively#active#neurons,#returns#to#baseline#levels#following#48#hours#deprivation# the# actual# activity# levels# of# these# neurons,# and# ultimately# the#network#as#a#whole#is#unknown.#Furthermore,#the#activity#profile#of#cells#across#time#is#unknown.#Previous#study#in#adult#mice#shows#that#following#monocular#enucleation,#recovery#of#activity#occurs#in#a#subset#of#previously#active#neurons,#with#very# little#recruitment#of#previously# inactive#cells,#and#the#cells#that#were#recruited# following# deprivation# contributed# little# to# overall# network# activity#(Barnes#et#al.,#2015a).#It#is#possible#that#during#development,#when#circuits#are#less#wellQestablished,# there# is# greater#potential# for# recruitment#of#new#cells# to#aid# activity# recovery.# In# the# juvenile# rat# following# eyelid# suture,# in) vivo#multielectrode#recordings#have#indicated#that#the#recovery#of#firing#rates#is#due#to# the# recovery# of# single# previously# active# units,# though# this# cannot# be#confirmed#using#single#unit#recordings#alone.#Furthermore,#whether#monocular#enucleation# during# development# also# causes# specific# recovery# of# previously#active# neurons# remains# unknown.# Thus,# chronic# monitoring# of# individual# cell#activity,#for#example#using#twoQphoton#imaging#of#a#genetically#encoded#calcium#indicator# such#as#GCAMP,#would#greatly#enhance# interpretation#of# the#present#findings.##
Functional)implications)of)AIS)plasticity)in)the)mouse)visual)cortex##Structural# analysis# of# the# AIS# did# not# correlate# with# functional# readings# of#neuronal# output# in# the# present# experiments,# as# has# previously# been# reported#(Grubb# and# Burrone,# 2010;# Kuba# et# al.,# 2010).# In# the# inhibitory# neurons,# this#might# have# been# caused# by# differences# in# individual# interneuron# subtypes.# I#identified#specific#characteristics#of#AISs#in#NPY#expressing#GAD65QGFP#neurons.#However,# I# was# not# able# to# isolate# this# population# in# electrophysiology#recordings.# Clearly# though,# if# the# AIS# does# relate# to# functional# output# in#
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interneurons,# it# will# be# important# to# study# this# relationship# in# a# nonQheterogeneous# population# of# cells.# In# spite# of# this,# in# layer# 2/3# pyramidal#neurons# I#did#not#observe#any# correlation#between#AIS# length#or#position#and#any#of#the#measured#outputs#of#excitability.#However,#I#did#find#a#correlation,#in#control# conditions,# between# AIS# length# and# synaptic# input# strength.# A#relationship# between# AIS# length# and# input# has# been# described# before,# in# the#auditory# cortex,# where# AIS# length# and# position# is# dependent# on# the#characteristic# frequencies# that# the# neuron# receives# (Kuba# et# al.,# 2006).#Furthermore,#potassium#channels#at#the#AIS#have#been#shown#to#alter#AP#halfQwidth#and#consequently,#transmitter#release#in#cortical#pyramidal#neurons#(Kole#et# al.,# 2007)# .# Evidence# is# building# for# a#more#multifaceted# role# for# the#AIS# in#addition#to#simply#signalling#neuronal#output#(Kole#and#Stuart,#2012).#Thus,# in#the#visual#cortex,#where#thus#far#the#AIS#has#been#little#studied,#it#is#possible#that#this#structure#reflects#more#than#just#a#neurons’#intrinsic#excitability,#but#rather#represents#a#more#complex#integration#of#excitability#and#synaptic#input.#I#found#that# in# control# conditions# there# was# an# inverse# relationship# between# both#synaptic#input#and#excitability,#and#synaptic#input#and#AIS#length,#yet#no#direct#correlation# between# AIS# length# and# excitability.# Following# deprivation,# the#relationship#between# synaptic# input# and# excitability#was# reversed,# so# that# the#two# factors# were# positively# correlated,# and# the# association# between# synaptic#input#and#AIS#length#was#lost.#What#might#cause#the#loss#of#relationship#between#synaptic#input#and#AIS#length?#One#hypothesis#is#that,#the#AIS#is#correlated#to#the#specific# balance# of# excitation# and# inhibition# in# a# neuron,# and# that# following#deprivation# this# balance# is# altered.# Alternatively,# the# AIS# may# be# tuned#specifically# to# local# levels# of# synaptic# input.# Different# subgroups# of# inhibitory#neurons# are# known# to# target# different# compartments# of# the# neuron.# For#example,#PV#basket#cells# target# the#soma#of#pyramidal#neurons#(MarinQPadilla,#1969),#while# axoQaxonic# chandelier# cells# form#cartridges#of#boutons# synapsing#onto# the# AIS# (Somogyi,# 1977).# Thus,# it# is# also# possible# that# overall# levels# of#inhibition#may#remain#balanced#with#excitation,#but# there#may#be#a# shift# from#one# type#of# inhibition# to#another#causing#a#spatial#mismatch#between# the# two.#For# example# if# inhibition# shifted# from#being#predominantly# at# the#AIS,# to#now#more#heavily#targeted#at#the#soma#instead,#this#might#create#a#local#imbalance#of#excitation#and#inhibition#at#the#AIS.#The#AIS#might#respond#to#this#by#shortening,#
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in# spite# of# the# overall# cell# E/I# remaining# balanced,# and# thus,# disrupting# the#relationship#between#synaptic#inputs#and#AIS#length.##
Further)speculations)
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